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ABSTRACT

TEACHING GENDER: A QUALITATIVE STUDY OF HOW GENDER
APPEARS IN THE THINKING OF FOUR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
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Four elementary teachers were interviewed in a qualitative study to determine how gender was reflected
in their thinking. All four teachers, three female and one male, had been at their job for 20 to 25 years
and were designated by their colleagues as sensitive to issues of gender in the classroom. They grew up
in the 1950's when gender roles were rigidly defined and were young adults when the women’s
movement began to challenge the traditional roles of women and men in society. During the past decade
these teachers worked in an area in which gender equity training and resources were readily available.
Although there were no references made by the teachers to the cultural changes that occurred during their
earlier years or to the current emphasis on gender equity in education, the data did indicate three ways
that gender was reflected in the teachers’ conversations. Sometimes it was implied. At other times,
although gender issues were explicitly described, they were not identified as relating to gender. There
were also instances in their interviews where the teachers directly described how gender issues affected
them or their students.
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INTRODUCTION

During the 1990's there has been increasing concern and discussion among educators that female
students in elementary, middle, and high school classrooms are not receiving the same learning
opportunities as male students. Findings from a number of studies on the effects and extent of gender
bias in schools have provided data supporting the need for changes (Sadker & Sadker, 1994).1 In the Fall
of 1990 the American Association of University Women (AAUW) conducted a nationwide poll of
elementary, middle, and high school students to explore the impact of gender on their self-confidence,
2
academic interests, and career goals. The results showed girls' confidence in their academic abilities
steadily declining as they moved through the elementary and middle grades and through high school.
During this same period, the data also indicated a lowering of career aspirations for the girls polled.
(AAUW, 1991)
In 1992 the same association published a report of the major research findings on the
accomplishments, behaviors, and needs of girls from preschool through high school. They concluded
that:
[This] research ... challenges traditional assumptions about the egalitarian nature of
American schools. Young women in the United States today are still not participating
equally in our educational system. Research documents that girls do not receive
equitable amounts of teacher attention, that they are less apt than boys to see
themselves reflected in the materials they study, and that they often are not expected or
encouraged to pursue higher level mathematics and science courses. (American
Association of University Women, 1992, p. 84)

'Gender bias' is defined as "the underlying network of assumptions and beliefs held by a person
that males and females differ in systematic ways other than physically, that is, in talents, behaviors, or
interests" (Streitmatter, 1994, p. 2).
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In this paper, 'gender' refers to those behaviors, characteristics, expectations, and ways of
thinking that are assigned to girls and boys and to men and women in our society and that are conveyed
and reinforced through the structure of its institutions, i.e. the educational system, and through the
interaction of its members. It is through the process of verbal and non-verbal interaction that the
meanings of gender are created and maintained (Crawford, 1994).
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Although the concept of gender equity implies that an environment is created in which girls and
boys are given the same opportunities to learn and to achieve, teachers are being asked to change both
their teaching methods and behavior primarily for the benefit of female students. The current idea of
'gender equity' is really about trying to eliminate ‘gender bias’ in the classroom. "The rationale is that it is
fair to work in a somewhat unequal fashion in order to remove the factors that have previously placed
this group [female learners] at risk for unequal achievement in the end (Streitmatter, 1994, p. 9).”
One outcome of the research on the inequity that girls experience in the classroom has been the
increase in gender-equitable resource materials, i.e. Women's Educational Equity Act (WEEA) Resource
Center catalogues. Another has been the growth of training programs for classroom teachers to help
teachers increase their sensitivity to gender issues, develop certain skills, and have access to the
curriculum materials that will enable them to create a gender equitable classroom, i.e.. The National
Seeking Educational Equity and Diversity Project (SEED) and the WEEA Resource Center.
As a result of the research on gender in the classroom, teachers are being asked to change their
curriculum, their methods of teaching, and their behavior toward female and male students. I am
interested in this area for two reasons. For more than 30 years I have been providing therapy for
individuals who want to change aspects of their behavior and some of the ways that they react to and
relate to people. I know that change in this context is difficult. These individuals often have patterns of
behaving and thinking that are not at the conscious level. They may also be strongly influenced by their
cultural and family environments. Economic, racial, ethnic, and religious factors can have an impact on a
person’s thinking and behavior. Because of my experience with this type of change, I believe that the
notion of creating a gender equitable classroom involves more complex issues than curriculum and
teacher behavior toward female and male students. I wanted to begin to discover what they are.
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There are teachers who do operationalize 'gender equity' through classroom practices designed
to give equal or the same opportunities to both girls and boys (Streitmatter, 1994. p. 7-8). However, the
basic assumption underlying this approach is that this teaching style will result in girls having better
academic opportunities or the same opportunities as boys.
2

As an educator who has a commitment to empowering women as learners, I need to understand
the positive and negative influences on them in the classroom. As an educator, I also did not want to
ignore exploring the ways that gender issues in the classroom benefit male students. I knew that female
and male teachers and students came into the classroom socialized into gender roles, but I did not know
specifically what this meant or in what ways learning was affected.
To begin to understand how gender socialization is reflected in the classroom, in this
dissertation I will examine the current research on gender in the elementary classroom, psychological
theories of gender development, and biological theories on gender. I will also analyze two sets of
interviews with four elementary teachers.
My initial purpose for doing qualitative interviews with the teachers was to gather data that
would lead to an understanding of the ways that cultural changes affected their thinking on gender. All
four teachers grew up in the 1950’s and experienced the changes brought about by the women’s
movement in the 1970's. I was not able to make connections between these time periods and their
thinking. I also wanted to discover what impact the increasing emphasis on gender equity in education
had on the thoughts and emotions of elementary teachers sensitive to gender issues. Did it make them feel
that they had not been effective teachers? Did they feel it was unnecessary? I did not get any relevant
material on gender equity during my interviews. From the analyses, I discovered a much more complex
picture of gender than I anticipated.
A non-structured format for the interviews was selected in order to get a greater sense of the
elementary teachers’ external and internal experiences with "gender." From the data, patterns emerged
that showed the ways that cultural influences affected how the teachers construed the world of gender.
(Weiss, 1994; Holstein & Gubrium, 1995)
In Chapter I, there is a review of the current literature on the ways that girls and boys are
socialized into gender behavior from infancy through elementary school and on elementary teachers’
gender-related perceptions and behavior. Both elementary teachers and students come into the classroom
having undergone cultural training on appropriate female and male behavior from birth. By the time
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children enter preschool, they have already received gender messages from parents, toys, television,
children's books, fairy tales, nursery rhymes, children's songs, and peers (Kramer, 1988).
Findings from studies on how elementary teachers perceive and respond to the social and
academic behavior of their female and male students indicate that there are some differences. For
example, it has been found that stereotypic gender role behavior, i.e. aggressive behavior in boys and
dependent, caretaking behavior in girls, is expected and encouraged by some elementary teachers
(Hudley, 1993; Sadker & Sadker, 1994). There are also indications that the type of instructions teachers
give to girls are different from the type of instructions given to boys (Sadker & Sadker, 1986, 1994;
Brodkin, 1991).
To give a sense of continuity to the gender socialization process, I have included a brief section
at the end of this chapter on research showing that certain gender characteristics appear to be alive and
well through adulthood. Teachers’ responses to their female and male students have been observed to
differ in middle school as well as in elementary school. This section contains an example of certain
gender characteristics, e.g. male problem-solving skills and female passivity, appearing in adult
interactions.
Chapter II includes an examination of the psychological and biological theories and research on
gender. The first part of the section on psychological theories focuses on the approaches to gender
development taken by women psychoanalysts in the 1920's. They were first to react against the idea that
male development was the standard for healthy psychological development by acknowledging that
cultural and social forces were responsible for women’s inferior position. In the second part of this
section, the works of female theorists from the 1970's to the present are discussed. During this time,
researchers began to include women in their studies. Women’s experiences also began to be viewed as
different from men’s. Theorists saw traditional feminine characteristics as positive rather than inferior
(Miller, 1976). Women were found to have different approaches to confronting moral issues and to their
conceptions of knowledge (Gilligan, 1982; Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, & Tarule, 1986).
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In the second section of this chapter, current biological theories on gender are discussed.
Differences in brain activity and structure, hormones, and genes have been found in women and men.
There are various perspectives among biologists concerning the influence of biology on gender
characteristics. Some believe that it is completely responsible for determining female and male behavior.
Others see it as only partly influential. Sociobiologists acknowledge the impact of social and cultural
forces along with biology on women and men.
Chapter III contains a description of the methodology that was used for the research and of the
criteria for selecting the participating elementary teachers. A qualitative method was employed in order to
gather data which would give more depth and detail than would be able to be elicited from a quantitative
study (Patton, 1980). Four elementary teachers were interviewed using the focused interview approach
which afforded a greater sense of how the teachers experienced gender. All four elementary teachers
were interviewed twice. The first one was focused on their background. The second one was focused on
their classroom experiences.
In Chapter IV, the four elementary teachers who participated in the study are described. During
the interviews, they were all between 45 and 55 years of age. They grew to adulthood while there were
very traditional values and behaviors assigned to the social roles of women and men in society. In the
$

printed and visual media, women were depicted as passive, caretaking, concerned-with-their-physicalappearance homemakers while men were shown as aggressive, strong, skillful problem-solvers. Men
were the leaders in the educational, religious, medical, and political institutions. Women were nurses,
teachers, secretaries and assistants of various kinds.
Elementary teachers in this age group also lived through the emergence and growth of the
"women's" movement when traditional gender roles began to be publically questioned and protested. In
the 1970’s women began to question and protest against the dominant social role of men as well as to
question and protest the values, traits, and career choices that society assigned to them because of their
social role. Since that time, women have taken on more leadership roles, ventured into "male-careers" in
larger numbers and had their concerns addressed more frequently in magazines, journals, television,
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churches, and politics. As a result of these changes, many elementary teachers have become sensitive to
issues of gender.
Chapter V contains the analysis of the first set of interviews with the teachers in which they talk
about their parents, their siblings, their spouses, their children, and their childhood experiences. Gender
themes emerge in descriptions of career choices and of parental gender roles. Similarities between the
teachers’ experiences and the research findings in Chapter I are examined. The distinction between
explicit cultural awareness, which occurs when the teachers talk directly about gender influences, and
tacit cultural experience, which is seen when gender behavior appears in their descriptions but is not
acknowledged, is addressed and discussed.
Chapter VI contains the analysis of the second set of interviews with the teachers in which they
describe their teaching, their students, and classroom activities. Gender sensitivity appeared in direct and
indirect references to gender which occurred more frequently than in the first interviews. Other cultural
issues, i.e. race, sexual orientation, also arose in their accounts of various classroom experiences.
Because gender is a cultural issue and because I was interested in discovering the ways that the teachers
showed their awareness of gender as a cultural issue, data was included on their experience with other
cultural issues. In this chapter, the connection between gender awareness and cultural awareness is
examined as well as the connection between gender and empowering students as learners.
In the Conclusion of this dissertation, there is an examination of the significant patterns and
themes that emerged from the research findings and from the literature. Suggestions are recommended for
further research in the area of gender in the classroom. The implications of the findings for educational
programs on gender are discussed. According to the research, gender issues do appear in elementary
classrooms. The psychological and biological literature and the findings from the interviews with the four
teachers indicate that gender socialization is a complex process. There is an exploration of how parts of
this information can be used to create more effective training programs on gender equity and how this
information can be incorporated into other kinds of teacher training.
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CHAPTER 1
THE INFLUENCE OF GENDER ON GIRLS AND BOYS
IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

In this chapter, the current literature on the influence that gender has on the thoughts and
behavior of teachers and students in the elementary classroom is discussed. Since female and male
students come into the classroom already socialized into gender roles, the research on some of ways that
very young girls and boys learn how to act like "girls" and "boys" is also examined. Findings from
studies on how some elementary teachers perceive and interact with their female and male students and
on the differences between the academic and social behavior of elementary girls and boys are reviewed.
Much of the research in this chapter is based on the concepts of social learning theory which
emphasizes the social and cultural forces affecting women and men. Social learning theorists believe that
gender identity is the result of moment-to moment, day-to-day interactions between the child and her or
his immediate social environment, i.e., parents and caretakers, teachers, playmates, and media. A child
learns the characteristics of being female and being male through reinforcement, punishment,
observation, and imitation. For example, a male child who identifies with his father and imitates his
aggressive behavior sees male aggression being reinforced in the media and often is encouraged by his
parents to play aggressively. A female child is often discouraged from acting aggressively by parents and
teachers. It is through this continual process of socialization that an individual develops an awareness of
what femaleness and maleness is in our society. According to social learning theorists, an individual’s
understanding of appropriate gender behavior is internalized over the years so that it often lies below her
or his consciousness. (Unger & Crawford, 1996; Coon, 1995)
Findings from a number of studies have indicated that girls are at a disadvantage in the
elementary classroom (see Sadker & Sadker, 1994 and American Association of University Women,
1992). It has been found that girls are given less attention and fewer instructions than boys. They are also
being perceived as less able to do well in math and science and, therefore, are given less teaching time
than boys. To remedy this imbalance gender equity training programs have emerged in which teachers are
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being instructed in ways to create a classroom learning environment that is favorable for both girls and
boys. This method places the burden of changing traditional patterns of interaction between the teacher
and her or his female and male students on the teacher. However, the process of gender role socialization
in the classroom as well as in other aspects of a child’s life is one in which female and male behavior and
characteristics are reinforced through interaction in ways that often are not in our conscious mind. The
teacher may be able to correct or to change instructional patterns to enhance gender equity but, because
this is an issue involving gender role socialization, there may be patterns of interacting with females and
males that are ingrained and automatic.
Gender messages in the elementary classroom are conveyed by female and male teachers to their
female and male students and by female and male students to their female and male teachers. The
elementary teacher may give less attention to the girls in the classroom. But the girls may not aggressively
seek attention as often as the boys. The teacher may spend time complimenting the girls on their
appearance because they want, or their parents want them, to "look pretty."
Children come to school already acting and thinking like girls and boys. From infancy on,
studies have shown that female and male children are treated differently by those around them. For
example, little girls receive more guidance from their parents during play than do little boys; and
aggression in little boys is accepted by parents, caretakers, and peers who do not accept aggression in
little girls (Fagot & Hagan, 1985; Leinbach & Fagot, 1991). Toys send messages of the type of behavior
that is expected from girls and boys. They represent action or caretaking or problem solving or physical
appearance (see Idle, Wood, & Desmarais, 1993; Levy, 1994). Very young children have been observed
to associate gender labels with appearance cues, with activities and toys, and with occupations (Martin,
1991).

Gender Socialization Begins in Infancy
Current research indicates that the process of gender role learning from which girls and boys
gain the knowledge of how to think and act like girls and boys begins in infancy.1 Parents, relatives, and
friends have been observed talking to and playing with infant girls and boys differently.
Research (Kramer, 1988; Ring, 1988; Streitmatter, 1994) indicates that boy babies are interacted
with more often by both parents, are held more frequently by both parents and are played with more
roughly. Girl babies are talked to more than boy babies by their mothers. In spite of the fact that there are
no differences in sturdiness, strength, or response in early infancy, girls are handled more gently and are
perceived as more fragile by both parents.
In studies (Streitmatter, 1994) where young children were dressed in clothes of the opposite
gender, it was found that adults and peers reacted to infants and toddlers based on stereotypic notions of
the gender represented by their clothing: children thought to be girls were played with more gently and
were perceived to be "quiet and sweet;" children thought to be boys were spoken to more loudly and
perceived to be "tough little guys."
One researcher’s self-observation illustrates the strength of a person’s internalized gender
socialization. Craig Flood (1988) had been working on a sex equity project for a year and had by his own
admission an "intimate" awareness of the concept of sex role stereotyping and its effects when his wife
gave birth to twins, a girl and a boy. He was fascinated by the stereotypical comments made by family
and friends and would occasionally dress his daughter in blue and son in pink to do some "on the spot"
equity training.
However, several months later after the dust had settled, a routine established, and
some of the novelty worn off, my wife, after some careful observation, pointed out to
me that I was talking to each of the babies in different ways. The tone and the phrases I
used with Meghan often were markedly different than those I used with Brandon. I was

I understand that there are those who believe that biology is the strongest or the only reason for
gender development. Others attribute most or all female and male behavior to socialization. It is not my
intention in this dissertation to take a position on this issue. Since I am looking at the process of
socialization, I will review those studies that address aspects of social behavior, e.g. parenting, that in
some way convey a gender message to young children. In Chapter III discuss some of the biological
theories on gender characteristics.
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much softer and more gentle in my interactions with her. With Brandon, I was louder
and somewhat more animated in my behavior. Though somewhat skeptical at first, I
was able to "catch myself' in the act more than once ... Understandably, I was in awe
of the power of the stereotypes to unconsciously dictate my behavior with my own
children, (p. 116)
In studies involving parental attitudes and behavior toward toddlers (Kramer, 1988; Fagot &
Hagan, 1991), it was found that parents reacted significantly more positively to children who were
engaged in sex stereotypical behavior. Adults responded more often and more positively to the
assertiveness of young boys and to the attempts to communicate by young girls despite the researchers'
observation that both girls and boys were equal in their assertiveness and attempts to communicate.
Parents tend to select toys that emphasize activity and creativity for boys e.g., materials that
require building or making something from scratch. Toys for girls are often soft and cuddly. They require
little activity and usually take the form of beings such as dolls or stuffed animals. While little boys begin
their training in building and creativity activity, little girls begin their training in nurturing by interacting
with their toys and developing a relationship.
From 18 months to 3-years of age, as children continue to develop their sex identity, they start to
relate to stereotypical gender role characteristics of the culture.
From the expectations and guidance communicated by parents early on, children can
see in time that one set of characteristics is desirable for females and another set is
preferred in males. Their peers are receiving similar messages. These messages are
reinforced by toys, books, advertising, television, and extended family and friends. In
short, sex role expectations pervade the social environment of babies and children from
birth. (Ring, 1988, p. 32)
Research shows that from the age of two-years children tend to select same-gender toys (Fagot,
Leinbach, & Hagan, 1985; Caldera, Huston & O’Brien, 1989) and play with games that are culturally
defined as appropriate for their gender (Huston & Carpenter, 1985). From the age of three-years, girls
and boys start to understand which toys are for girls and boys (Perry & Sung, 1993). Furthermore, they
may assume that because a child is female or male, that child will prefer toys or exhibit personality
characteristics that are "sex-appropriate" (Martin, 1991).
Children's perceptions of gender-appropriate behavior becomes even more stereotypical over
time (Duerling, Riedmueller, & Christian, 1992). They begin to expand their knowledge of toys and
10

gender. They not only continue to learn which toys are for girls and boys but girls learn that girls play
with girl-toys in a certain type of setting, e.g. indoors, and boys learn that boys play with boy-toys in
another type of setting, e.g. outdoors (Levy, 1994).
In writing about the force of the impact of gender messages on young children. Ring (1988)
describes how children work out a classification system for what they learn about the three-dimensional
world around them. For example, some children upon seeing their first dog may come to believe that "all
furry, four legged creatures are dogs." In time, however, as their ability to understand grows, children
move beyond these limited notions of their visible world. Children often do not move beyond their
understanding of gender and behavior because socially defined gender role behavior is continually being
reinforced. Ring believes that children need "the kind of corrective input that will enable them to grow
out of stereotyped notions of gender and behavior, and perhaps more importantly, gender and worth" i.e.,
the "learned helplessness" for girls and the "learned mastery" for boys (p. 33).
When young children move into a school environment, their views are strongly affected by the
words and actions of teachers as well as of parents. Children tend to think that the world around them
reflects the only way things can be. A teacher's view of how girls and boys can "be" can help to expand
their vision of the world. "Teachers can make a special effort to provide more encouragement, more
opportunities, and more support for desirable skills or characteristics that boys and girls seem to be
rejecting merely because of their gender" (Kramer, 1988, p. 20).
Schools are one of the primary institutions in our society responsible for training children into
gender-appropriate roles. In the preschool and elementary classroom, the teacher becomes the messenger
who conveys to the girls and boys the appropriate behavior, expectations and achievements for "girls"
and "boys." If the teacher does not have an awareness of gender issues affecting her or his students or if
the teacher’s own process of gender development lies below her or his consciousness, it is likely that the
students will imitate and receive reinforcement in socially and academically appropriate female and male
behavior. If the teacher takes an active role in challenging traditional notions, the students will likely be
less limited by their gender academically and socially.
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Gender Socialization Continues in Preschool
A basic premise of traditional nursery school curriculum is that play facilitates young children's
development (Howe, Moller, Chambers, & Petrakos, 1993). It provides an environment in which girls
and boys can act out some of the aspects of their gender roles. By doing so, they continue to learn what
being a girl and being a boy means: how they should act, what they should expect, what interests and
dreams they should have. They learn about their own gender role as well as about the other gender role.
The findings from a number of studies indicate that preschool teachers interact with children in
gender specific ways (Streitmatter, 1994). Like parents, they relate to girls more gently and to boys more
robustly. They are more directive with and talk louder to boys. They direct girls to toys that encourage
quiet play i.e., coloring materials, dress-up clothes, dolls; and boys to toys that require more activity i.e.,
block building, combat toys.
However, it is important to remember that children also come to school with the effects of
gender socialization. Boys will often prefer play centers that are more "dramatic," i.e. settings
representing a hospital office, pirate ship, pizzeria, airplane, train station, or animal hospital; while girls
will select "housekeeping" play centers furnished with such items as a stove, refrigerator, dolls, and
dress-up clothes (Howe, Moller, Chambers, & Peterakos, 1993). Even when the children were put in a
gender-neutral environment, designed by the nursery school teachers, where they were encouraged to
initiate their own play and be self-directed, it was found that girls chose to act out domestic themes, i.e.
setting up a room, while boys chose to act out action themes, i.e. looking for a lost bunny (CookGumperz& Scales, 1993).
Gender-stereotyped styles of social interaction become more evident in the preschool years.
Boys have been observed to be more physically and verbally aggressive. They are generally more critical,
insulting, challenging, and threatening in their interactions with their peers. Girls, on the other hand, have
been observed using interactional styles involving questioning, requesting, inviting, seeking/offering help
or affection, and the inclusion of others. (Cramer & Skidd, 1992; Hinde, Tamplin, & Barrett, 1993; Fagot
& Hagan, 1985)
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In a study by Williams & Ogletree (1992), although preschool-age girls were found to be as
equally competent and interested in computer activities as preschool-age boys, the boys spent more time
at the computer because the boys were more assertive in gaining access. Results from another study
(King & Alloway, 1992, p. 463) indicated that girls backed away from the computer when boys made a
comment such as No! That's Christopher's." When asked why they stopped approaching the computers,
girls said because "other people [boys] use it" or "1 did want a turn but there were other people [boys]
there all the time."
Another example of how boys act more aggressively in the preschool classroom concerns the
frequency of teacher-to-student and student-to-teacher interruptions. Preschool teachers have been
observed interrupting girls more often than the boys (Hendrick and Stange, 1991). However, they were
interrupted more frequently by the boys. This pattern repeats itself in the elementary classroom.
Gender Socialization in the Elementary Classroom
Research findings on the effects of gender on the thoughts and actions of elementary teachers
and students indicate some similarities with the previously reported findings. The most obvious
consistency is seen in the way in which the stereotypic gender role characteristic of male aggression
appears in teacher-student interactions in the classroom.
Male infants are sent gender messages through the behavior of their parents, the type of toy
selected for them and play activities. These messages are about "boys being strong and active and
aggressive." Data from studies on elementary teachers' perception of "boy" behavior show that teachers
expect boys to be aggressive. Elementary teachers have been observed responding to boys' aggressive
behavior by giving them more feedback and by accepting or ignoring their infringement of class rules,
and, thereby, continuing to socialize boys into this male gender role characteristic.
Teacher-student interaction in which "male aggression" is reinforced involves student action,
teacher perception, and teacher action. For example, when male students frequently interrupt a teacher,
the students are acting like "boys," the teacher may preconsciously expect them to do so and she/he often
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accepts or ignores the behavior. There is a sense of interaction among these three aspects of gender role
socialization in the elementary classroom.
The characteristic of "aggressiveness" is often reinforced in boys and discouraged in girls.
Studies (Grant, 1985; Hudley, 1993) indicate that elementary boys, regardless of race and ethnicity, were
perceived as significantly more aggressive than the girls, regardless of race and ethnicity, by both
teachers and students.
However, Hudley (1993) found that the male students were most likely to "challenge" teachers'
statements of fact or classroom rules. White male students more often challenged teachers on statements
of fact, i.e. the actions of historical figures, while Black male students more often challenged rules. She
also discovered that boys, especially Black boys, the group reprimanded most frequently, appeared more
estranged and less obedient.

2

In examining teachers' responses to boys and girls speaking out in elementary classrooms,
Sadker and Sadker (1994) found that boys called out eight times more often than girls. Teachers called on
them whether or not their comments were relevant to the lesson at the time. When girls called out,
teachers remembered their previously stated rule about raising your hand before you speak. The teachers
corrected the girls' behavior and they were immediately put in their place.
Another area of gender role reinforcement occurs when girls actualize the female gender role
characteristic of "caretaker" and when teachers' perceive and respond to girls as "caretakers." Previously
reviewed research indicated that young girls are given dolls and stuffed animals to take care of, learn to
"play house," and are given more guidance and direction by adults, i.e. they are "taken care of' in ways
different from young boys. When they enter elementary school, it can be assumed that many girls have
internalized aspects of their caretaking role and, therefore, act in "caretaking" ways. Findings from
studies (Irvine, 1986; Sadker & Sadker, 1994) on teachers' perceptions indicate that female students are

2

In much of the research that included race as a variable along with "gender," the non-White
girls and boys seemed to be perceived differently and to experience different teacher interaction than the
White girls and boys. The classroom experience for non-White children appears to be more negative.
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expected to be well-behaved and to be helpful to the teacher and to other students. Girls act as caretakers,
teachers expect girls to be caretakers and give them caretaking responsibilities.
Grant (1983) found that, rather than go outside to play, girls fought for the "privilege" of helping
the teacher by clapping erasers, cleaning art comers and sinks, and tidying bookcases and cupboards. For
these tasks the girls were praised lavishly, sometimes even getting a coke or candy bar.
With "race" included as a variable in her study, Best (1983) observed that the assignments for
"trusted lieutenant" duties e.g. tutoring peers, orienting a newcomer, having one's work used as a model
for students, were given more frequently to White girls. White girls were also used as models to define
classroom rules or, if bad, to illustrate a breaking of rules. In addition, because the teachers' relationships
with White girls encouraged loyalty (through such actions as informal chats), White girls avoided
challenging their teachers and accepted their interpretation of rules and presentations of facts.
Even as girls grew older and best friends became more important in their lives than
teachers, they never completely gave up the chance to earn rewards for their "feminine"
services in the classroom. As a result of the closer ties the girls maintained with their
teachers, they not only had a kind of apprenticeship training in the female role, but they
also received greater protection from the teacher than the boys did, even when they had
broken a school rule ... The lesson was indirect but clear: girls, being weak, could
expect mercy: boys were strong enough for justice. (Best, 1983, p. 61)
Best's (1983) observations also showed that White females were least apt to be reprimanded in
the elementary classrooms studied and Black males were the most heavily reprimanded. However, while
White girls "chatted" more frequently with teachers. Black females who attempted to draw teachers into
chats were likely to be brushed off. Neither White nor Black males initiated much chatting with
teachers.'*
In their roles as women and men in our society, elementary teachers' perceptions of themselves
and of others are also affected by the cultural norms they experience because of their race, their ethnicity,
their religion, their socioeconomic status, and their sexual preference. In the process of assimilating
cultural norms whether about gender, as discussed previously, or about other social classifications, there

3See Kramer’s (1988) and Fagot and Hagan’s (1991) studies on infants in which baby girls were
encouraged to communicate.
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is much that remains below our consciousness. Norms or social codes can influence a teacher’s
expectations of her or his students, assessments of physical and mental ability, visions of appropriate or
available career paths, and behavior toward her or his students.
All the elementary teachers in Dempsey's (1981, 1982) studies were American, living in the
United States and, therefore, exposed to the gender messages conveyed about the appropriate roles for
women and men in mainstream American society. Yet, the differences that he found in how the CubanAmerican, Black-American, Hispanic, and Anglo-American elementary teachers perceived their female
and male students seemed to indicate that the values of their ethnic or racial groups had the greater
influence. For example, boys were described by Anglo-American teachers as obtrusive, vexing, factual,
independent while Cuban-American teachers described them as shy, pleasing, imaginative, dependent.

Gender and Academic Achievement
A review of the research on elementary teachers' instructional interactions with their female and
male students indicates a fairly consistent pattern of behavior toward their female and male students.
Overall, boys get more positive and negative feedback. The positive feedback they receive is frequently
directed toward their academic work: "Good work! You got the right answer." Boys are more likely to be
praised, corrected, helped and criticized - all reactions that foster student achievement. The negative
feedback is usually for their behavior: "Sit down. Stop Talking." The reverse usually happens to girls.
The positive feedback that they receive is often for being neat or quiet or having good handwriting, for
their behavior. Negative feedback is frequently given to girls for their academic work, e.g. being ignored
for the wrong answer or getting more superficial "Okay" reaction - one that packs far less educational
punch. (Brodkin, 1991; Irvine, 1986; Sadker& Sadker, 1986, 1994)
Often the content of the teacher contact with the student plays a role in defining the type and
length of the interaction. For girls, significant teacher contact frequently occurs around some aspect of
their physical appearance. For boys, the focus tends to be more on academic issues.
When teachers talk to girls about their appearance, the conversations
are usually longer, and the focus stays on how pretty the girl looks.
Sometimes the emphasis moves from personal appearance to papers
and work. When boys are praised, it is most often for the intellectual
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quality of their ideas. Girls are twice as likely to be praised for
following the rules of form. "I love your margins" is the message.
(Sadker & Sadker, 1994, p. 57)
The perceptions of how boys" and "girls" "are" directly influence a teacher's action toward
male and female students. For example, teachers may avoid giving more feedback to girls on their
academic work because they perceive them as vulnerable and emotional, as unable to handle any form of
negative criticism; on the other hand, boys may be given more academic feedback because they are
perceived as strong and capable of improving their performance through teacher help (see Fennema,
Carpenter, Peterson, & Lubinski, 1990; Sadker & Sadker, 1994).
Irvine (1986) found that boys initiated more positive and negative interaction which resulted in
more contact with and verbal feedback from the teacher. Sadker and Sadker (1994) and Melnick and
Raudenbush (1986) found that White, Black, and Hispanic female students and Black and Hispanic male
students received less teacher feedback than White male students. Black female students got less and less
feedback as they moved into the upper elementary grades and, therefore, became more and more
"invisible."
The way in which internalized cultural beliefs affect our perceptions of fairness and our actions
is examined in Why So Slow? The Advancement of Women (1998). Its author, Virginia Valian, uses the
concept of gender schemas to explain why women hold fewer positions of power and prestige. Schemas
are usually unarticulated hypotheses acquired in early childhood that influence how we perceive and treat
group members. They are based not only on gender but also on sex, age, race, class, sexual orientation,
and ethnicity. Valian cites the findings from a study on height to illustrate one part of gender schemas
that interferes with an individual’s judgement.
In this experiment, college students were shown photographs of various people and
asked to guess their heights.... The photos always contained a reference item, such as a
desk or a doorway, to help students with their estimates ... Every photograph of a
male student of a given height was matched by a picture of a female student of the same
height.... The students’ judgments should have been accurate. They were not. They
were affected by one component of gender schemas - the knowledge that men are, on
average, taller than women. When exposed to a sample contrary to the general rule, the
students saw the women as shorter and the men as taller than they actually were. (p. 6)
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She later connects the impact that gender schemas have on an employer’s assessment of professional
competence.
Employers faced with a man and a woman matched on the qualities relevant to success
in a particular field may believe that are judging the candidates objectively. Yet, if their
schemas represent men as more capable than women, they are likely to overestimate the
male’s qualifications and underestimate the female’s, (p. 7)
Gender schemas affect how teachers perceive their students. Are Black students seen as less
capable because of hypotheses of achievement of Black people? Are male students seen as more
competent in math and science because teachers hold gender schemas in which men are more competent
than women? Do gender schemas affect a teacher’s behavior toward a female or male student?
Research findings on how elementary teachers perceive the academic ability of girls and boys
vary. Higher grades were projected for middle-class, Asians and female students. (Tom, Cooper, &
McGraw, 1984) White girls were rated higher on academic skills than male students of both races and
Black female students. (Grant, 1983) Teachers and students felt that boys were better academic achievers.
(BenTsvi-Mayer, Hertz-Lazarowitz, & Safir, 1989) Findings from a number of studies on various aspects
of gender and perception of competence indicate that gender was not a significant influence (Hoge &
Butcher, 1984). Students who were perceived as exhibiting bad behavior were judged to be poorer
academically regardless of their scholastic skill or gender (Bennet, Gottesman, Rock, & Cerullo, 1993).
Students’ academic achievements and interest in learning were also affected by factors other
than gender. Both female and male students responded positively or negatively to the type of instructions
given by the teacher in the classroom. Clear, organized instructions facilitated learning. Vague, general
instructions made learning more difficult. Conflicts between home and school regarding the function and
purpose of education resulted in an uncomfortable classroom atmosphere. The social organization of
lessons, i.e. the way that lesson content is related to the experience of the student or to the world of the
student, affected learning. (Leap, McNett, Baker, Laylin, & Renker, 1982)
A study by Leinhard, Seewald and Engel (1979) illustrates the connection between teacher
actions and student achievement. The researchers observed that teachers had more content-related
contacts with girls during reading lessons and with boys during math lessons. More behavioral-related
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contacts were made with boys in both. Although there were no differences in the initial math and reading
abilities of the second grade students, by the end of the year the girls performed better in reading while
the boys did better in math.
Teachers who perceived boys as their best students often attributed boys' success to their ability
and to teacher help, and their failures to a lack of academic effort or teacher help. Girls' successes were
attributed to their effort rather than ability and were, therefore, beyond the teacher's control. A negative
academic performance or the social misbehavior of White female students, in particular, was often seen
as an indication of their true abilities while that of the Black female and male students and White male
students was seen as a consequence of situational influences, e.g. home problems, adjustment to school.
(Grant, 1983; Fennema, Carpenter, Peterson, & Lubinski, 1990)
These perceptions of gender in relation to academic ability and effort may help to explain why
teachers are more likely to give detailed instruction to boys and more likely to take over and finish the
task for girls, depriving them of active learning (American Association of University Women, 1991).
Evidence of the negative effects of this approach for girls was seen in the findings from studies which
indicated that girls learned more when given some degree of autonomy. Green and Foster (1986) and
Kincade and Kleine (1990) found that girls were significantly more motivated, showed a higher degree of
curiosity, and were better at imposing their own methods of recalling information when teachers were
autonomy-oriented.

4

Although some elementary teachers, according to research findings (Block, 1983; Fennema,
Carpenter, Peterson & Lubinski, 1990), may perceive girls and boys doing equally well in math and
science, a number of studies (Shepardson & Pizzini, 1992; Mills, Ablard, & Strumpf, 1993) indicated
that girls received different treatment than boys during science instruction, e.g. more negative messages
from teachers. Girls were also found to use science equipment, perform scientific experiments and

4
It is interesting that previous findings (Huston & Carpenter, 1985) indicated that preschool
girls preferred to be involved in higher structured play activities while results from the above studies
showed girls having an opposite preference.
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participate in science activities less often than boys. They were asked less frequently by elementary
teachers to demonstrate or to assist with an experiment.
There is an assumption that because women generally are viewed as less skilled academically
and as less comfortable in math and science, female teachers do not have a positive attitude toward
teaching these subjects. However, Bitner (1992) and Chavez and Widmer (1982) found no significant
differences female and male teachers' attitudes toward the subject of science and science teaching.
Data from studies on very young children provides some evidence that boys have more
experience in problem-solving or action play, less structure in their play activities, and more
encouragement from parents to explore. Girls, on the other hand, have been found to have more
experience doing tasks, participating in play activities that are more structured, and receiving less
encouragement to explore. Therefore, boys' cognitive approach is influenced, in part, by their knowledge
of "building things" i.e., figuring out how to create a whole from pieces. Girls' cognitive approach is
influenced, in part, by their familiarity with "cleaning up" i.e. putting things away in already known
places. Given these experiences, it is not surprising that girls and boys often approach math and science
with different ways of thinking.
Block (1983) reviewed the literature on the socialization of children and how it affects their
cognitive development. From it she concluded that females grow up in a more structured and directed
world than males. They are given closer parental supervision, more household chores assignments, and
more help in problem-solving situations. Their encounters with the world outside the home are less
extensive and more controlled than boys. In general, they experience a more predictable environment.
Living in a relatively structured environment was found to produce less creativity and more compliance.
Therefore, it was not surprising to her to find data indicating that the preferred mode of cognitive
reasoning for girls, the one that best fits their socialization, was the use of "assimilation strategies"
(fitting of new information or experiences into preexisting cognitive schemas). Or to find that for boys,
the preferred mode, the one best suited to their socialization, was the use of "accommodative strategies"
(modifying and forming cognitive schemas capable of encompassing new information or experiences).
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Although the findings from a number of studies indicate that teachers perceive girls as doing
better academically in elementary school, there is some indication that girls may be seen more as doing
the "tasks" of school work. They do their homework, study for tests, and write neatly. On the other hand,
findings from other research indicate that while boys may be perceived by elementary teachers as
achieving less academically than girls, they are believed to have more "ability" to do well than girls. The
distinction between "having ability" and "doing the tasks" can be seen more clearly in the research on
teachers' perceptions of the math and science ability of their elementary students.
Boys come into the elementary classroom acting and thinking in problem-solving ways. Math
and science require strong problem-solving abilities. Teachers see boys as more competent, as having the
real math and science skills, and, therefore, work with them to help them actualize these competencies.
The teachers in Shepardson and Pizzini's (1991) study judged more of the girls than the boys to
lack both cognitive process skills (skills related to physically completing a task, i.e. observing, measuring,
communicating, graphing or manipulating equipment) and cognitive intellectual skills (skills that require
mental or abstract operations). However, in comparing the girls seen as possessing some scientific ability
with the boys seen as possessing some scientific ability, the researchers found that the teachers perceived
girls to have more cognitive process skills and boys more cognitive intellectual skills. This bias could
explain why girls were asked questions about procedures and observations and boys asked to interpret or
explain results.
Research (Mills, Ablard, & Strumpf, 1993) indicates that tests that predominantly measure
computational skills (adding, subtracting, multiplying, dividing) generally favor girls/women or show no
gender related differences. Tests involving the use of mathematical concepts or problem-solving
generally favor boys/men.
Although some of the research reviewed in this section was published in the early 1990's, the
bulk of the studies were released for publication in the mid-1980's. The literature on gender in the
elementary classroom that is included in reports on how girls fare in schools and that is reviewed in texts
and books on girls’ experiences draws on the research done in the 1980's (see Valian, 1998; Unger &
Crawford, 1992; AAUW, 1994). There was no explanation in the literature for this decline.
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Summary
Female and male infants and very young children are socialized into their gender roles by
parents and caretakers. As the research demonstrates, frequently girls were given social instructions to
play by the rules and boys to go after the golden ring." Some studies on teachers' perceptions of how
'girls' and 'boys' should behave indicate a similar theme. Girls are expected to achieve academically by
following the rules of the classroom, i.e. doing homework and studying; and boys are expected to be
more aggressive and to possess more intellectual academic abilities, i.e. problem-solving and analytical
skills.
Further research indicates that, while some elementary teachers perceive girls as more
academically able than boys, others see them as less academically able. Elementary girls strive for teacher
approval and depend on teacher guidance. In doing so, they are vulnerable to teacher expectations.
Therefore, if teachers have lower expectations for their academic ability, there is a good possibility that
they will feel less competent.
If elementary teachers continually reinforce boys' self-esteem and self-confidence by giving
them more attention and a type of instruction that implies that they have the ability to do the work, what
effects will be seen as they move through the higher grades? If elementary teachers continually minimize
girls' academic skills and their in-class contact with them, what effects will be seen as they move through
the higher grades? The answers to these questions are significant because they present a picture of the
cumulative effects of gender messages. Not only does current research show a decrease in girls’
participation in class but also a gradual decline in self-esteem* * 5 and self-confidence6 from elementary
through high school (AAUW, 1994).

'Self-esteem' refers to an individual's belief in her/his own value or worth. A person has
varying degrees of self-esteem, i.e. she has high or low self-esteem. This is not a static state but can and
does change with time, becoming higher or lower.
6 'Self-confidence' refers to an individual's belief in her/his ability to perform an act or a skill or
to handle the various problems that occur in living, e.g. "I am confident that I can do the job", "She is a
very self-confident person" (she is someone who can handle all kinds of situations).
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Although the findings from the studies in this chapter present an uncomplicated picture of some
of the gender influenced perceptions and behaviors of teachers and students and of parents or caretakers
and children, gender development is a complex process. Social learning theorists describe the ways in
which it perpetuates but clearly point out that to the individual much of this process remains
unacknowledged.
Because the gender socialization process leaves teachers with below consciousness assumptions
of women and men, even those who believe that they are truly creating equitable learning climates and
may be in many ways can find themselves acting on their own gender training. Catherine Krupnick
(1994) videotaped and observed 24 secondary classrooms in the Boston area to see who spoke and who
were heard by the teacher. In one advanced math class, when asked about the "equitable participation" of
boys and girls, the teacher replied that boys and girls "equally participated," meaning that an equal
number of girls and boys participated during the lesson, e.g. 9 girls and 9 boys. Since out of the 25
students in the class, 16 were female, to have "equitable participation," the girls would have to participate
more than the boys. In reality, what she found was a class in which all but one boy was actively involved
and many of the girls were silent.
In this same class there was a female student who scored 800 in her Math SAT. Although she
knew the answers, she never volunteered to give them aloud. The teacher never called on her. However,
there was a male "B" student who shouted out answers. In one instance when the answer was incorrect,
the teacher walked over to him and told him he could do it another way, thereby communicating his belief
in the boy’s ability to solve the problem. The teacher-student interaction went on for more than eight
minutes until the right answer was given. During this time, the girl who scored perfectly on her math
SAT discussed the problem with the girl behind her. (Krupnick, 1994)
Although such an encounter between a teacher and a male student reinforces the notion that
boys have the ability, it also conveys the message that it is important for boys to be right, to have the
answers. The lack of attention by the teacher to the bright female student casts a shadow over her
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confidence in her ability and signals her to be quiet. We can see the strength of these messages in adult
male and female interaction.
Deborah Tannen in her book, You Just Don't Understand: Women and Men in Conversation,
describes the interaction between a camera salesman and herself. In this encounter, we see a woman
remaining silent, hiding her knowledge, and a man struggling to present himself as able and knowing.
When she was unable to remove the lid to change the battery in her camera, Dr. Tannen went to a camera
store for help where the following interaction took place:
The camera salesman tried to unscrew the lid, first with a dime and then with a special
instrument. When this failed, he declared the lid hopelessly stuck. He explained the
reason ...and then explained in detail how I could take pictures without a light meter by
matching the light conditions to shutter settings in accordance with the chart included
in rolls of film. Even though I knew there wasn't a chance in the world I would adopt
his system, I listened politely, feigning interest, and assiduously wrote down his
examples.... He further explained that this method was actually superior to using a
light meter ... This man wanted to help me ... but he also wanted to demonstrate that
he had the information and skill required to help, even though he didn't, (pp. 64-65)
Subtle forms of stereotyping, bias, and discrimination can frustrate and hinder the progress of
both girls and boys by determining expectations and acceptable behavior solely on the basis of gender.
Their choices of interests and values and their behaviors become limited. Gender messages from teachers
that reinforce culturally defined social roles can have an impact on the development of students’ selfimages and expectations and on their attitudes toward their own sex and the other sex. Students become
insecure about their abilities and interests. (Carelli, 1988)
The process of gender role reinforcement occurs over and over throughout our lives in the way
that we think and act and in the way that others think and act. In this chapter, although the studies that
were reviewed focused on gender characteristics and behavior of girls and boys from infancy through
elementary school, the process of gender socialization was seen extending into adult’s interactions. The
assumption underlying this literature was that these traits and behaviors were the result of a process of
social learning. The four elementary teachers interviewed in this study, learned the more rigidly defined
norms of 1950's for appropriate female and male behavior. Yet, today they are seen by their colleagues as
teachers who are sensitive to the issues of gender that affect their students. Social learning theorists tell
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us that a part of our understanding about gender lies below our consciousness. Have they become totally
aware of the effects of gender socialization or will the interviews indicate that there are still parts of this
process that are below their conscious awareness?
There is nothing simple about the processes that affect our growth as women and men. How
much are gender development and identity affected by biological, psychological, sociological, and
political influences? There are growing bodies of literature in all of these fields. Social learning theory
which emphasizes the social and cultural forces affecting individuals was developed within the field of
psychology. In Chapter II, the psychological theories of gender development will be reviewed and
discussed. It has only been within recent times that female psychological development has been given
recognition. The role that biology plays or does not play in gender differences will also be addressed. If a
major part of female and male behavior and thinking is directly linked to physiological composition, how
much do other theories matter?
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CHAPTER II
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND BIOLOGICAL
THEORIES OF GENDER DIFFERENCES

In the first part of this chapter the historical trends that led to the psychology of gender
development and the recent theories that focus on women will be summarized and discussed. Prior to the
1970's there was very little in the field of psychology about what women were really like. White, uppermiddle-class males were primarily used as subjects for research. Consequently, the theories that were
constructed used male behavior as the standard for healthy identity development. Women’s behavior was
explained as a deviation. In the 1970's theorists began to view women’s experience not as inferior to but
as different from men’s experience. Research using female subjects began to emerge.
In the second part of this chapter current biological theories on gender differences will be
explained and discussed. Current biological research indicates that there are physiological differences
between women and men that may have a role in affecting certain types of gender related behavior, i.e.,
male aggression. Although the most findings are not conclusive, it is important to recognize the
implications of these studies especially those related to female/male academic abilities. Are girls better at
reading because of their biology? Are boys better at math and science because of their biology?

Psychological Theories of Gender
Shortly after the turn of the century two trends in the field of psychological development
occurred. Because male characteristics and qualities were designated as the standards for healthy growth
in each one, women were judged to be inferior because of their biology. One trend arose from Sigmund
Freud’s work on personality development resulting from his observations of patients who were in
analysis with him. The other emerged from Darwin’s Theory of Evolution. A few women psychoanalysts
challenged the assumptions on which these theories were based.

Early Theories on Gender
Historically, the study of gender development has been greatly influenced by Sigmund Freud.
He believed that an individual’s psychological development was affected by her or his physiology
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interacting with early childhood experiences. Freud held strict, inflexible standards for the development
of masculinity. In order to develop normally, boys had to experience severe anxiety during their early
childhood and develop a hatred for their father. As the male Oedipus complex [a young boy’s
competition with his father for the love of his mother] was resolved, boys identified with their fathers and
thereby developed a conscience and morals. This initiated them into the proper role of a man in society.
By becoming like their fathers, young boys were able to experience the advantages of being a man. Boys
who did not completely break with their mothers remained somewhat feminine and thus inferior.
(Brannon, 1996)
Although Freud accepted women as colleagues and encouraged his daughter, Anna, to pursue a
career in psychoanalysis, his writings revealed a perception of women as inferior to men. They were
represented as less ethical, more concerned with personal appearance, more self-contemptuous, and
jealous of men’s accomplishments. Sigmund Freud felt that it was because of women's incomplete
superego formation "that they show less sense of justice than men, that they are less ready to submit to
the great exigencies of life, that they are more often influenced in their judgments by feelings of affection
and hostility (Okin, 1990, p. 148)." For women to accept their femininity under Freud’s theory meant that
they had to be able to reconcile themselves to an inferior status and opportunities (Brannon, 1996).
Around the same time that Freud was developing his theory, in the early 1900’s the Functionalist
School of Psychology, which was strongly influenced by Darwin’s Theory of Evolution, developed.
Unlike Freud, its adherents chose to completely ignore the study of social and cultural differences in sex
roles. Their approach was to search for factors that distinguished men and women, to emphasize sex, not
gender, differences. Women were seen as having inherent biological differences that made them wellsuited for motherhood but poorly suited for formal education. In the 1920's, as interest in sex differences
faded, the Behaviorist School began to dominate the field. Its proponents were interested in the areas of
learning and memory. Behaviorists, as did Functionalists, ignored social factors. However, they also
chose to use an approach that overlooked sex roles and sex differences. “In ignoring gender, psychology
created ... [a] ‘womanless’ psychology, an approach that either failed to include women as participants
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or failed to examine gender-related factors when both men and women participated in psychology
research (Brannon, 1996, p. 5).”
In the early part of the 20th century, women were viewed as inferior psychologically by some
theorists. And in theories where they were given equal status with men they were invisible. However,
there were a few women in the field during this time who reacted against these approaches and sought to
create theories that reflected a more accurate and less inferior psychological profile of the female
personality.
Karen Homey, Helen Deutsch, Anna Freud, and Melanie Klein questioned the male-focused
theories and clinical practices of Sigmund Freud. They tried to understand the influence of mothering and
interpersonal processes in the development and shaping of individual personality and character structure.
Karen Homey was perhaps the theorist who most strongly disagreed with Freud’s position on gender
differences in personality development. She reinterpreted psychoanalytic theory into a more positive view
of women’s personality while retaining Freud’s emphasis on the unconscious and early childhood
sexuality. Both Homey and Freud believed that repressed early childhood experiences continued to
negatively influence an individual’s personality until the individual became conscious of them through
psychoanalysis. Both also believed that a person’s sexual life began soon after birth rather than during
puberty. (Berger, 1996; Thompson, 1955)
Homey differed from Freud in emphasizing the importance of family and of society in molding
the destiny of individuals. She believed that female and male biology were different but equal. Unlike
Freud, she relied on social and cultural factors to explain why women might want to exhibit masculine
behavior. Rather than trying to emulate masculine behavior because it was biologically and
psychologically superior to female behavior, women were seen as using masculine behavior to obtain
social rewards. For instance, in society some forms of masculine behavior, such as aggression, were
equated with achievement or independence. Therefore, women who wanted to achieve or to be
independent became aggressive when necessary. In the 1920’s and 1930's she began to tackle issues
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pertaining to feminine psychology, such as how women were viewed as second-rate beings and as
emotional beings incapable of exercising justice and objectivity. (Berger, 1996; Brannon, 1996)
In The Flight from Womanhood, an article published in 1926, Karen Homey wrote:
The girl is exposed from birth onward to the suggestion of her inferiority ... It seems
to me impossible to judge to how great a degree the unconscious motives for the flight
from womanhood are reinforced by the actual social subordination of women. (In
Quinn, 1994, p.6)
Contrary to Freud, Homey believed,
either sex may envy the other what she or he lacks: the girl envies the penis which
suggests power and instant sexual gratification; the boy envies the girl her future ability
to reproduce which suggests instant creativity. ( Mitchell, 1974, p. 129)
Homey also pointed out that the early identification of female and male children with their mother was
likely to be a more important influence on subsequent behavior than awareness of genital differences.
(Lief, 1996)
In the 1920's, interest in sex differences and gender in the field of psychology waned. From the
1940's to the 1970's gender concerns were given little attention. It was not until the mid-1970's that
researchers and theorists again became interested in the study of women and gender. They began to
question the myths of sex differences and to establish that they were "myths" indeed. Theorists began to
write about women’s unique social and psychological development. (Maccoby and Jacklin, 1974; Unger
& Crawford, 1992)
Gender Development Theories from the 1970's to the Present

Jean Baker Miller (1996) described two trends in the development of the psychology of women
from the 1920's to the present. One was to modify existing theories, such as those of Freud. The other
was to listen closely to women and to look at women’s experience in order to create new assumptions for
theories of gender development.
Nancy Chodorow, like Karen Homey and her cohorts, modified Freud’s theory. Agreeing with
Freud, she believed that women and men were not equal in the sense that they experienced different
influences on their development. However, whereas Freud felt that after the oedipal stage young boys
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moved into an easy identification with their fathers, Chodorow believed that the process of gender or
personality development was actually smoother for young girls.
In The Reproduction of Mothering, Nancy Chodorow (1978) proposed that the development of
gender identity occurred in the first two years of life. She theorized that as a result of being parented
primarily by a woman, men and women developed differently constructed selves. Cognitive and
psychological differences between the sexes were explained by the fact that women mothered and that
children of both sexes were raised primarily by female parents. Babies have no sense of self. They are
one with their mother. It is through their early relationship with their mother that women developed a
sense of self continuous with others. When girls began to separate themselves, they had already identified
with a female. Therefore, they grew up with the emotional needs and caretaking abilities that committed
them to mothering. These were perceived as positive characteristics because they satisfied important
relational needs. Boys, on the other hand, must reject the femininity of their mother to develop an
identity that was different and separate. Thus, they had a more difficult task than girls. Chodorow further
maintained that because of this rejection of all that they know as feminine, young boys developed a fear
and mistrust of femininity. (Chodorow, 1978, 1990)
Jean Baker Miller (1976), like Nancy Chodorow, saw the qualities that women had in their
traditional, subordinate role in society as positive. She argued that women were repositories of such
qualities as affiliativeness, relatedness, empathy, and nurturance which are devalued and distorted in a
male-dominant culture. She proposed that women needed to reclaim and value these traditionally
feminine qualities. One pervasive theme throughout her work and later throughout the works of other
feminist theorists was the role that women's socially conditioned dependence on others played in
directing their lives. In her classic treatise on the psychology and experience of women, Toward a New
Psychology of Women, Miller wrote:

Women learn very young that they must rest primarily on this faith [in others]. They
cannot depend on their own individual development, achievement, or power. If they try,
they are doomed to failure; they find this out early, (p. 87)
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Rather than create a theory of gender development in which women were assumed to be inferior, she
examined the cultural forces that influenced women to internalize gender characteristics.
While Miller, a psychiatrist, was studying the problems and responses of her female patients to
formulate her theory of female gender identity, social psychologists were trying to identify the social and
cultural forces that affected female and male gender development. They believed that gender identity was
formed as a result of the result of moment-to-moment, day-to-day interactions between a child and her or
his immediate social environment. Rather than viewing all women and all men alike by virtue of their
biology, social psychologists assumed that what a child learned about femininity and masculinity varied
according to her or his social class, ethnic group, and family composition. Gender characteristics were
learned through reinforcement, punishment, observation, and imitation. For example, boys were less
likely to be punished for being messy and more likely to be overtly rewarded for achievement in sports.
Girls were more likely to be rewarded for being thoughtful of another’s feelings, for looking pretty, and
for taking good care of their possessions. Social psychologists generated a great deal of empirical
research [see Chapter I], mostly on white, middle-class children. (Unger & Crawford, 1996)
In the process of examining research findings on children and adults, some social psychologists,
particularly women, began to be concerned. Female social traits which were constantly reinforced from
childhood into adulthood were generally given a secondary status in society and in theories of
personality, cognitive, and moral development. Because women were perceived to be inferior to men,
these psychologists believed that this could result in women devaluing themselves, in dependent
behaviors, and lower career expectations. They also recognized that the research on which prominent
developmental theories were based did not include female subjects but rather only White, upper-class
boys and men. When the results from these studies were generalized to girls and women, it appeared that
females were less psychologically and morally developed than males. As a result, following Miller’s
approach, Carol Gilligan and others began to increasingly consider women's psychological and social
development from a "fresh viewpoint." Rather than try to fit them into frameworks developed by men,
they began to study women.
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Carol Gilligan (1982), arguing that prior research on the moral and psychological development
of women by men was inaccurate because it was biased by a design based on a totally male perspective,
explored the same theme of dependence as it underlies women's hesitation to take a moral stand on their
own behalf. In her research on women's moral decision-making she designed scenarios for moral issues
to reflect women’s experiences, e.g. making a decision about an abortion. Her results led her to conclude
that the women in her studies had a different mode of thinking, one that included "caring for others" as a
consistent theme. Although "caring for others” was part of their "natural" moral development, this did not
imply that women must lead a life of self-sacrifice. Instead of women feeling restricted socially and
psychologically by this value, she believed that women should see themselves as stronger knowing that
they valued acting responsibly toward themselves and others.
Two important influences on Carol Gilligan were Nancy Chodorow and Lawrence Kohlberg.
Chodorow’s theory that girls acquire a feeling of interpersonal connection because of their identification
with their mothers, while boys must work hard to separate themselves formed the psychological basis for
the difference in female and male moral reasoning in Gilligan’s theory (Brannon, 1996). Kohlberg’s
theory of moral development took a cognitive developmental rather than psychoanalytic approach to
moral development, explaining that children go through a series of stages in understanding and making
moral decisions. These stages are related to cognitive capabilities.
Lawrence Kohlberg, who built his theory on the research of Jean Piaget, believed that children
move through a fixed series of stages in their cognitive development. He described three levels of moral
reasoning that young children go through as they reach young adulthood. Within each level there are two
stages. In the first, the preconventional level, rules are obeyed in order to avoid punishment or get
rewards. In the second, the conventional level, rules are obeyed in order to gain approval or to conform to
society’s laws. In the third, the postconventional level, rules are obeyed because they are viewed as
necessary for the greater social order and may be violated only if they go against an individual’s
internalized standard of justice.
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His initial findings were derived from a longitudinal study of upper-class boys in a private
school. He followed them from their elementary school years to young adulthood. From this early
research using only male participants, standards were set for the moral development of women and girls.
Although Kohlberg’s later research showed that both female and male participants reached the second
level of moral reasoning, boys and men achieved at least a Stage 4 type of moral thinking while girls and
women stopped at Stage 3. This led him to conclude that women seemed to have a less mature and less
developed sense of morality. In Stage 4, rules are obeyed because they are part of society’s laws and
rules. In Stage 3, rules are obeyed in order to gain approval. (Unger and Crawford, 1996, 1992)
Kohlberg concluded that "Stage 3 personal concordance morality is a functional morality for
housewives and mothers; it is not for businessmen and professionals ( p. 150)." Gilligan's research is
significant because it showed that women's moral thinking was not inferior but different. What her data
clearly indicated, was the ambiguity of "others" in Kohlberg's definition of Stage 3. Women's thinking
extended beyond her circle of family and friends to those they did not know at all [referred to as the care
orientation]. In this way they felt a sense of responsibility to humanity. (Okin, 1990)
Carol Gilligan theorized that women were capable of the type of abstract reasoning seen by the
men and boys in Kolhberg’s research but, unlike his male participants, they placed a higher value on
human relationships and feelings. Therefore, girls and women made their moral judgments on the basis of
damage to those relationships. (Brannon, 1996)
Gilligan’s theory was criticized for several reasons. Researchers found evidence that both types
of reasoning were used by women and men. Catherine Greeno and Eleanor Maccoby contended that the
issue of gender bias in studies of moral development related to differences in educational level and not to
gender. Gilligan, herself, later concluded that both the care and justice orientations are types of reasoning
that both women and men can use and that both are desirable for mature moral reasoning.
(Brannon, 1996)
During the 1980's Carol Gilligan and a team of researchers undertook a longitudinal study to
examine relationships among young girls. In 1992 Lyn Mikel Brown and Carol Gilligan published the
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results of five years of research on girls from 7- to 18-years of age. The purpose of their study was to
document how these particular girls "voiced" their sense of self in their relationships with others. What
they discovered was that the younger girls were able to clearly state their feelings and opinions to their
friends, teachers, and family members. As they approached adolescence, they became increasingly aware
of the social messages of the adults around them. From 9- to 11-years of age, girls who were interviewed
struggled with how to deal with feelings that were not part of the "nice girl" model. By 12- or 13-years, it
became impossible for them to express what they were feeling because of the effect it might have on how
they were viewed by others.
The theme of women's "voice," as it is identified with women's ability to assert themselves
authoritatively, occurred in the research on adult women by Mary Field Belenky, Blythe McVicker
Clinchy, Nancy Rule Goldberger, and Jill Mattuck Tarule (1986). ^ Anecdotal reports and research on sex
difference revealed that, in comparison to boys and men, girls and women had more difficulty asserting
their authority, considering themselves as authorities, expressing themselves in public so that other will
listen, gaining respect of others for their minds and ideas, and fully utilizing their capabilities and training
in the world of work (p. 4-5). In order to understand how women viewed reality and drew conclusions
about truth, knowledge, and authority, Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule interviewed 135
women. Some were students in various academic institutions. Others were involved in human service
programs to help them become better parents. Their participants were from diverse socioeconomic,
cultural, racial, and ethnic backgrounds.
Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule were influenced by Carol Gilligan and by William
Perry. Perry studied how Harvard undergraduate male students’ conceptions of the nature and origins of
knowledge evolved and how their understanding of themselves changed over the years. From his findings

1 Interestingly, the researchers found that their female subjects often talked about voice and
silence in describing their lives, e.g. "speaking up," "speaking out," "not being heard, "words as
weapons." They contrasted this perspective with that of the visual metaphors often used by scientist and
philosophers, e.g. equating knowledge with illumination, knowing with seeing, and truth with light. The
"voice" metaphors connoted a sense of self-worth and feelings of isolation from or connection to others.
There gave a sense of dialogue and interaction. The visual metaphors connoted standing at a distance
getting a view. There was a sense of separation of subject and object, (p. 18)
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he created a model of intellectual development in which students pass through a sequence of cognitive
perspectives, called positions. In the first position, basic dualism, the student views the world in terms of
right or wrong, black or white, we or they, and good or bad. In the second position, multiplicity, the
student begins to understand that authorities do not always have the correct answer. In the third,
relativism subordinate, the student takes an analytical, evaluative approach to gaining knowledge. And in
the final position, relativism, the student understands that truth is relative.
Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule found that the self-concepts and ways of knowing of
the women interviewed were interconnected. They used Perry’s model to group the perspectives on
knowing into five categories: silence, in which women view themselves as voiceless and mindless;
received knowledge, in which women feel capable of receiving and reproducing but not creating

knowledge; subjective knowledge, in which women believe that truth and knowledge are subjectively
known or intuited; procedural knowledge, in which women, invested in learning, apply objective
procedures for obtaining and communicating knowledge; and constructed knowledge, in which women
view themselves as creators of knowledge and value both objective and subjective ways of obtaining
knowledge (p. 15).
The theme of women feeling connected to others was seen in Miller’s psychological theories
and in Gilligan’s work on moral reasoning. Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule theorized that
women learned more effectively when the classroom was constructed so that their “truths” could be
expressed, where they could talk about what they knew and be listened to, because for them knowledge
and sense of self were interconnected. For this to occur the teacher needed to be able to a facilitate a
relationship between the learner's experience and the subject matter.
There are several themes in the works of the theorists from the 1920's through the 1980’s
concerned with the social and psychological development of women. Women's gender development was
considered not inferior to but often different from men's. Theorists believed that women could emerge
from their subordinate position by validating the values present in their existing roles and thinking. They
wanted to enlighten and empower women by elevating values of caring, connectedness and
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responsibility. Feminist researchers and theorists believed that by emphasizing differences between
women and men, the often overlooked strengths and points of view of women could be acknowledged
and given public and academic attention.
The newer approach to feminist psychology is shifting from the focus of inquiry on women to
one on gender, and from gender as difference to gender as social relations.
The psychology-of-women approach [to gender] concentrates on women and issues
unique to women, whereas the gender approach focuses on the issue of gender as a
factor in behavior and in the social context in which behavior occurs. In doing so,
gender research and theory draw heavily from the psychology of women, but the
outlook differs. (Brannon, 1996, p. xiv)
There are theorists who feel that, although feminist scholarship on gender can exclude men, a
psychology of gender cannot. Researchers may concentrate on women or men but they must consider
both or their research reveals nothing about gender. Helen Singer Kaplan (1996), psychoanalyst and
author of many books on human sexuality, wrote:
The time has come for therapists and analysts and physicians to adopt a humanistic
perspective, in recognition that we are a two-gender species; it is simply not possible to
fully understand human behavior or to treat psychological problems effectively unless
we comprehend and appreciate, without being judgmental, the similarities as well as the
differences in the sexualities, psyches, bodies, brains, and acculturation of men and
women, (p. 44)
When considering gender differences, it is also important to review what biologists have
discovered. A significant amount of biological research on gender has focused on differences between
women and men in aggression, intelligence, communication, and math and verbal abilities. Some of the
findings, problems, and controversies concerning the role that biology plays in gender development will
be examined in the next section of this chapter.
Biological Theories on Gender

Researchers and theorists focusing on the role that biology plays in determining gender cite
brain structure, hormones and genes as having a direct impact on female and male behavior. However,
among these theorists there is a range of perspectives. Although they agree on the significance of biology
in determining certain gender differences, there is disagreement about the development of these
differences and their influence on gender traits. There are scientists who feel that all female and male
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behavior is dependent on biology. There are others who believe that biology plays a primary role, but not
the only role, in the creation of gender characteristics. Sociobiologists, although they presume that certain
social characteristics are inherent in our biological nature, acknowledge the influence of social and
cultural factors. The social biological view stresses biological differences in interaction with the social
environment. Its proponents believe that it is the interplay of biological, psychological, sociocultural and
historical processes that affects gender development continuously in an individual's life span.
The Brain

In Chapter I, studies indicated that girls were perceived as better achievers in language skills,
e.g. reading and writing, while boys were perceived as more skilled in math and science. Many biologists
attribute this to differences in the brains of females and males. It has been shown that women use both
hemispheres of their brain in language and spacial functions, e.g. reading and geometry, while men tend
to have language represented in the left hemisphere and spacial abilities represented in the right. In the
1960’s researchers noticed that when women had strokes in which the left hemisphere was damaged they
were less likely to experience loss of speech abilities than men were. Research on normal men and
women suggested that men had more lateralized language and spatial functions [the left hemisphere for
language, the right hemisphere for spatial abilities] whereas women seemed to have these functions more
equally represented in both hemispheres (Brannon, 1996). However, this finding has not only been
interpreted as the reason that males have greater spatial and mathematical abilities than females, but also
as having some degree of influence on female/male cognition, and as having no bearing whatsoever on
gender characteristics.
Richard Restak believed that women favor a "communicative mode" in gaining knowledge about
the world and in dealing with others while men do not because of differences in female and male brains.
These differences also account for a greater sensitivity to sound, an increased skin sensitivity, a more
proficient fine motor performance, and a greater ability to handle rapid sequential movements in female
infants and an early superiority in visual acuity in male infants. (Notman & Nadelson, 1991)
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If the above is correct, then the reason that parents talk to and hold female infants more often is
because, biologically, they are more attentive to their parents' voices and movements and more responsive
to being touched. On the other hand, little boys are more frequently drawn to the movement of large
objects by others or by themselves. Biologically, they require more active play. Sociobiologists view the
female/male brain differences as significant but emphasize that these biologically influenced
characteristics are reinforced by the cultural and psychological responses of the parents. In Chapter I,
research findings indicated that parents talk to their infant girls more often than they do to their infant
boys and play more roughly with their infant boys.
In using a biological perspective to explain why girls do better in reading and boys do better in
math and science, other researchers have concluded that hormonal differences cause differences in brain
structure and function which lead to differences in cognitive ability. As a result of this biological process,
boys are believed to develop greater visual-spacial and quantitative acumen and girls are believed to
develop better verbal and communication skills. (Fausto-Sterling, 1985; Broverman, Klaiber, & Vogel,
1980; McEwen, 1991).
Critics of theories that attribute gender behavior solely or primarily to biology point out that in
studies it is impossible to separate biology from the experiential effects of the studies. Experiments
involving testing girls and boys for differences in mathematical abilities have demonstrated that, rather
than related to gender, performance was related to confidence and to the number of math courses
completed. Boys were found to score higher than girls but boys also chose to enroll in and complete more
courses than girls. African-Americans and Hispanic Americans, who as a group scored lower than
Whites and Asians, chose to take fewer courses than European Americans and Asian Americans.
(Brannon, 1996; Parsons, 1980b)
Findings also differed according to the way in which researchers defined spacial ability, i.e. the
ability to visualize objects, to mentally manipulate objects, to perceive spatial patterns, to locate objects
in space, to recognize shapes, or to estimate the time of arrival of a moving object. The performance of
female and male subjects was found to be influenced by their age level, e.g. males outperformed females
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at a significantly greater degree as they both got older, as well as the type of instructions they were given.
When women and men were tested for spatial ability, i.e. recognizing the relationship of various objects
in space, women did better when the researcher’s instructions did not emphasize the spatial nature of the
task. (Brannon, 1996; Parsons, 1980b)
In addition, the methodology used to test for biological differences between the genders has
been shown to influence female and male subjects in different ways. The rod and frame test, in which
subjects are asked to adjust the position of a rod [line] to horizontal or vertical positions while ignoring
the position of the frame surrounding it, has been a standard means of testing spatial perception. Boys
and men have usually outperformed girls and women leading researchers to conclude that male spatial
acuity was biologically superior. The testing generally occurs in a darkened room with a male
experimenter testing participants. However, when a human figure rather than a rod was used and it was
explained that the task was a measure of empathy, women outperformed men. (Brannon, 1996; FaustoSterling, 1985)
Those that oppose biological theories of female/male cognitive abilities maintain that not all of
the studies on the impact of lateralization found gender differences in verbal, quantitative, and spatial
abilities and in those that did the amount of difference was small. Meta-analyses is a statistical technique
in which the findings from many studies are evaluated and the size of the effect being investigated is
estimated. In 1981 Janet Hyde completed a meta-analysis of studies on gender-related differences and
similarities and found that only 1% of the difference in verbal ability and in quantitative ability was
related to gender. In 1988 Janet Hyde and Marcia Linn examined 165 studies that reported gender
differences in verbal abilities and found that the differences were too small to be significant. They
concluded that gender differences in verbal abilities had disappeared. A meta-analysis by Janet Hyde,
Elizabeth Fennema, and Susan Lamon which was published in 1990 showed that boys had a slight, but
not statistically significant, advantage in mathematical abilities. (Brannon, 1996)
Another area of the brain that was found to be different in women and men is the dimorphic
nucleus, a small area in the hypothalamus of the brain. Scientists found this structure in men to be 2.5
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times larger than the same structure in women. It is thought by some theorists to play a role in male
gender development. However, it is known only to regulate penile thrusting. Consequently, since only
males have a penis, other theorists feel that it is not surprising that the dimorphic nucleus is larger in
males than in females (Unger & Crawford, 1996, p. 193).
This finding has also been criticized as an example of sociobiologists trying to reduce complex
human social behavior to reproductive strategies. They "... generalize freely between insects, lower
mammals, primates, and humans (Unger & Crawford, 1992. p. 188)." The dimorphic nucleus was larger
in male rats than in female rats and larger in men than in women. Because this area of the brain in rats is
involved with sexual response and mating behavior, it was hypothesized that this area in the human male
played a role in male gender development. However, Deborah Brannon (1996) feels that this is a
considerable leap since male gender identity “is a complex concept relating to feelings about gender
identity that are not limited to or necessarily congruent with sexual behavior or sexual orientation (p.
81).”
Hormones and Genes

Female and male hormones, like brain differences, have been given considerable attention by
researchers studying gender behavior. Julianne Imperato-McGuinley, physician and researcher,
concluded from the findings of her studies that "when the sex of rearing is contrary to the testosteronemediated biologic sex [sex genes], the biologic sex prevails (Fausto-Sterling, 1985, p. 87)." In other
words, no matter what child rearing practices parents undertake to raise less aggressive little boys or more
aggressive little girls, they will have little effect because this gender characteristic is determined by their
genes.
Sociobiologists have also studied the influence of hormones on female/male behavior. Since
they study the effects of both social and biological factors, their research findings often lead to a number
of inferences. In many of the studies on testosterone and aggression, complex relationships were found to
exist between the two variables. Higher testosterone levels in men were found to be associated with
winning athletic competitions. Increased levels were also seen in players before their games and in
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players after the game who felt that they performed well. It was inferred by one researcher, Allan Mazur,
that a person with a higher testosterone level was more willing to compete and winning resulted in
increasing the testosterone level, thus resulting in a feedback loop. In other studies, testosterone was
higher in men who were actors than in men who were ministers. The researchers concluded that to be an
actor required a greater degree of competitiveness. Women in professional, technical, and managerial
jobs were significantly higher in testosterone and in other androgens than housewives or clerical workers.
It was not known whether the level of androgens influenced their career choice or whether career stresses
influenced their androgen level. Higher testosterone levels were also found to be related to increased
antisocial behavior. However, men exhibiting antisocial behavior who had a low socioeconomic status
had greater levels than the men with higher education and income. (Brannon, 1996)
Richard Dawkins, author of The Selfish Gene, claims "it is possible to interpret all the other
differences between the sexes as stemming from this one basic difference [the relative size of the sex
cells of males and females] (Kay, 1990, p. 76)." Other theorists, like Richard Dawkins, connect genetic
composition to biological functions but they go further to link genes to the creation of various social
functions in our society. For example, genes direct brain development which affects our behavior which,
in turn, determines our social structure. Therefore, the particular social structure of our society is a
reflection of the biologically influenced behavior of its members. (Fausto-Sterling, 1985)
One of the major criticisms of research on gender which is focused solely on the effects of genes
and hormones, such as that of Julianne Imperato-McGuinley and Richard Dawkins, is directed at the
sample population frequently used, people with sexual anomalies such as missing or extra chromosomes
and hormonal imbalances. Researchers, by examining the components that are inconsistent with normal
females and males, seek to answer questions about how these missing or additional factors affect sexual
and gender behavior. Imperato-McGuinley and her colleagues studied children with a genetic enzyme
deficiency who appeared to be physically female at birth but who, at puberty, developed masculine
characteristics i.e. male genitalia, muscles, deep voices. She reported an uncompleted transition from the
female sex role to the male sex role. “Later research indicated that these individuals may never fit
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comfortably into either category. (Brannon, 1996, p.57) ” Other studies of individuals with chromosomal,
hormonal, gonadal, and genital sex abnormalities:
provide tests of what constitute essential elements in sexual and gender development.
These cases show that complete consistency is not necessary for personal gender
identification: Individuals who are not chromosomally, hormonally, or reproductively
normal may still have a clear personal gender identity. For example, individuals with
Turner’s syndrome are not female in their chromosomes, hormones, or internal
reproductive organs, but they are identified and identify themselves as female ... They
are female in their own opinion and in the opinion of society. (Ibid., pp. 57-58)
One of the problems with this type of research is the small size of the sample population, 10 and
15 individuals (Money, 1970; Ehrhardt & Money, 1967). Another is the generalizability of the findings.
Rhoda Unger and Mary Crawford (1996) advise their readers to be cautious when generalizing from
human beings with sexual anomalies to normal human beings because people with anomalies of human
sexual development may be more sexually flexible than other people and, therefore, it may be easier for
them to shift their gender identity. Individuals who come in for clinical treatment, and thus for study, also
may not be representative of people with the same anomalies. They are often more adversely affected
thfl^n others with the same anomalies.
Biological differences in women and men have been found in brain activity and brain structure
as well as in hormone levels and genes. Biological gender-related differences may or may not exist.
Expert opinion is divided on the question. Although there is agreement that variations in brain structure
and hormone levels occur in women and men, there is little consensus about their effect on gender
behavior. There are researchers who believe biology determines most female and male gender
characteristics. Others question whether any gender characteristics are related to biology. Another group
believes it is the interaction of biology with the social environment that gives rise to these traits.
Biological theories of gender identity have many opponents [see Bleier, 1991; Petersen, 1980; and
Parsons, 1980a). Research results have been criticized because of too small samples, flawed
methodology, and generalization from animal studies to humans.
However, there are also a number of theorists like Alice Rossi, a sociologist and feminist leader,
who once believed biology had no place in determining gender role characteristics, but now feel that it is
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important to consider the influence of findings by biologists and sociobiologists. In her own theory, she
connected the differences between women and men in their caretaking ability to the infant’s
physiological dependency on the mother for survival. This bond is universal and has a long-standing
history. Therefore, as result of biology and social reinforcement, women developed caretaking traits.
Rossi further believed that, if family structure is to change so that fathers do more caretaking, social
training will be needed to "overcome the lack of evolutionary history.. .any slackening of such
compensatory training .. .will quickly lead to a regression to the sex-role tradition of our long past (p.
41)." (Degler, 1990)

Biology and Psychology
One of the dilemmas caused by the findings on the biological differences concerns the
psychological impact of the conclusions reached from this research. If an individual perceives gender
behavior as biologically based, will she then psychologically accept this behavior or characteristic as
unchangeable? Katherine Hoyenga and Kermit Hoyenga (in Brannon, 1996) argued against the position
that brain differences biologically determine gender-related differences in mental abilities and behaviors.
They explained that, although people believe that labeling a difference “biological” is the same as saying
it is permanent or unchangeable, factors with a biological basis are as subject to change as psychological
differences. In addition it is impossible to pinpoint the source of a complex behavior as biological
because so many different biological and experiential factors interact to produce any behavior.
How will the findings on the female and male brains and cognition be interpreted in the
classroom? Brannon (1996), after reviewing the research on biology and gender differences, illustrates
the power of social reinforcement in the lives of parents, teachers, and children:
The size of the difference in gender-related cognitive ability is sufficiently small to
have limited implications for men’s and women’s lives, yet people’s beliefs allow these
small differences to have a large impact. In accepting that cognitive abilities vary by
gender, cognitive abilities become gender stereotyped. For example, when parents,
teachers, and children come to accept that boys are better at math than girls, this
acceptance of a gender-related difference leads to differential expectations for math
achievement. These expectations influence the level of encouragement that teachers
and parents give children, thus affecting how girls and boys feel about their own
abilities.... Although the gender-related differences in cognitive abilities are small,
society’s acceptance of these differences creates additional divergence, (p. 106-107)
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Summary
For many years theorists and researchers studying the factors that influence an individual’s
personality formation used male behavior as the norm for healthy development. This perspective
reinforced the way women and men were culturally viewed in society. Through the process of
socialization discussed in Chapter I and through the process of personality development referred to in this
chapter, girls matured into women possessing less valued traits. In the 1970’s researchers began to
formulate theories in which female differences were acknowledged as part of a woman’s experience and
not as inferior to male norms. Both the literature which came out of this research on gender development
[rather than personality development] and the findings of the research on female and male socialization
and girls and boys in the classroom have received academic and public attention.
Freud’s theories and those of Homey, Chodorow, Gilligan, and other feminist gender
researchers have unveiled aspects of a process that was, and still remains for many, below the level of
conscious awareness. The teachers, who were interviewed in my research, gradually formed their gender
identity from childhood through their relationships with their parents and through the cultural process of
gender socialization. As educators and as well-read people, they learned about how girls and boys
experience life in general and life in the classroom. Would I find a distinction between their
consciousness of the gender influences in their own life and the gender information that they learned
about girls and boys in the classroom?
The section in this chapter on biology and gender contains a variety of viewpoints. Nonetheless,
there is sufficient research available in which biological differences between women and men have been
found to make it difficult to dismiss its influences. How much of biology really affects female and male
behavior? In the education of girls and boys, will creating a gender equitable classroom neutralize the
effects of biology or socialization or psychological development?
In the following four chapters I will describe and discuss my research. I interviewed four
elementary teachers to discover how gender appeared or did not appear in their thinking. The next
chapter will focus on the research methodology that was used.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

The purpose of the research for this dissertation was to learn how gender appeared in the
thinking of four elementary teachers1, Mary, Gina, Audrey, and Joe, who were seen by colleagues and
parents as both excellent teachers and as sensitive to issues of gender in the classroom. All four were
between their mid-forties and mid-fifties and, therefore, lived through times when traditional gender roles
were strongly enforced and through the emergence and growth of the women’s movement. Therefore,
although their early gender development took place when social roles for women and men were more
clearly defined, from young adulthood on they experienced continual challenges to these social roles in
the society around them. Of the four participants, there were two White females, one African American
female, and one White male.

Data Collection
A qualitative approach was selected because it gave me the opportunity to listen for the
complexities and subtleties of the elementary teachers’ perceptions of gender. Michael Patton (1980)
views qualitative research as a method in which the researcher can record and understand people in their
own terms. It allows for depth and detail and can “provide a framework within which people can respond
in a way that represents accurately and thoroughly their points of view about ... that part of the world
about which they are talking (p. 28).” In the first set of interviews in which the teachers talked about
their childhood, parents, and siblings there was a noticeable lack of discussion about gender even though
they all grew up when gender roles were clearly defined. In the second set of interviews when the
teachers described their students and teaching methods there was a great deal of discussion of the effects
of gender. Why did these elementary teachers who were seen as sensitive to issues of gender by their
colleagues and who clearly understood issues of gender and learning, not acknowledge the impact of

4 had originally selected five elementary teachers for my study, three women and two men.
Unfortunately, one of the male teachers became unavailable because of illness in his family.
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gender in their personal lives? By allowing the teachers to present “their points of view,” the qualitative
method gave the opportunity to explore this puzzling phenomenon.
David Schuman (1982) characterizes the significance of qualitative research as giving context to
the information that is gathered. I was looking for more than just facts in my study. I was not primarily
interested in how often or in what ways gender was mentioned. Instead I was more intrigued by hearing
the context in which it arose. What was the participant talking about? Did the discussion of gender arise
because of what the participant was discussing or did I ask a question that brought about the focus? One
of the teachers, Mary, brought up gender issues very infrequently. She adopted three girls from various
war-tom countries. She never revealed why she chose girls until she was asked.
Carolyn:

Did you choose specifically girls?

Mary:

I did ... I just thought as a mother, [as] a single parent, and
as a woman it would be easier with girls.

Audrey, on the other hand, needed no prompting to talk about the effects of culturally appropriate gender
behavior on her own children’s lives. Why did this contrast exist? These were two women with very
different cultural backgrounds and life experiences. In the context of each teacher’s life, personality, and
values these two different approaches could be understood in ways that did not signify gender sensitivity
or insensitivity.
The data collection method that was selected for this study was the structured or focused
interview because it allowed the greatest opportunity to discover how gender was or was not a part of the
four elementary teachers’ “off the cuff’ thinking. Shulamut Reinharz (1992) described the appeal of
interviewing for feminist researchers as offering “access to people’s ideas, thoughts, and memories in
their own words rather than in the words of the researcher (p. 19).” The focused interview is also seen as
the method of choice when the interviewer “knows what he or she does not know and can therefore frame
appropriate questions to find it out... (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 269).” My quest was to discover as
much as I could about the nature of gender in the cognitive processes of people who felt the impact of
changing female and male social roles in their personal lives and as teachers in their classrooms. The
qualitative interview gave me access to this context.
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By beginning with background information, a focus in which gender was prevalent was
generated and a topic was presented that got the teachers involved in actively providing descriptive
information almost immediately. Because I was comfortable interviewing people on a personal level, and
because my respondents were all very verbal and open, in each case the tone was set for a conversation.
However, because this method of interviewing is very much like a conversation, I occasionally got caught
up in the intriguing content of the interview and forgot to keep an eye on the recorder as it neared the end
of one side of the tape. Some of the “conversation” was lost when this happened. Fortunately it only
occurred a couple of times and only a few minutes of the interviews were lost.
The role of a qualitative researcher is one of an active listener, encouraging, focusing, and
inquiring into the subject matter being discussed. David Schuman (1982) in doing his own research listed
several aims among which were “getting to know people on their own terms” and acknowledging “that an
individual acts (and has stories), and that these actions have important meanings (p. 40).” Through the
teachers’ stories about their childhoods, their families, their experiences, and their classrooms I began to
get a sense of who these people were. I learned what was important to them, what some of the values
were that led them to teaching and sustained them as teachers, and how they felt about learning. They
conveyed a sense of their personalities by how they communicated and by the descriptions they gave of
their interaction with family members, childhood friends, and present day students. Through these
conversations it became evident how and when gender became an issue in their personal lives and in their
teaching.
The structure chosen for the interviews was what Patton (1980) referred to as the general
interview guide approach. This method involved making an outline of the areas that were to be explored.
It helped insure that all the relevant areas were covered and that there was common information obtained
from each person. For each interview, four general, open-ended questions [see Appendices B and C]
were written. Each participant was interviewed twice for two hours. In the first session, the teachers
talked about their background starting with their family of origin, moving through their educational
experiences, and ending with their present family. The second session focused on their classroom
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teaching experiences. Since the purpose of the research to see how “gender” arose in their thinking, the
participants were not told that this was the subject of the study. Instead it was explained that the focus
was on how elementary teachers thought about and understood “learning.” All four teachers signed a
consent agreement [see Appendix A] prior to the initial interview.
By using an interview guide, not only were the same areas covered with each participant, but
there was freedom “to explore, probe, and ask questions (Patton, 1980, p. 200)” that helped clarify and
gave depth to the subjects being discussed. The first interview with Audrey began in the same manner as
the interviews with the other teachers. She was asked to describe her family.
Carolyn:

What’s your family like? How many brothers and
sisters? What did you Mom and Dad do? Where
were you bom and raised?

Audrey:

Okay?

Carolyn:

So how many do you have in your family?

Audrey:

I don’t know.

Carolyn:

You don’t know?

Audrey:

No, I don’t know because I was in an adopted
situation so I don’t know. 1 grew up in a lot of
different households.

Carolyn:

So you were in foster care.

Audrey:

In and out. And, yeah.

Audrey was obviously reluctant to talk about her foster care experience so I said to her, “How
about if I just ask you, since this [research] basically has to with teaching, if there were any people in
these various situations [homes] that stood out ... in terms of something that they taught you or they
represented.” I struck gold! She began a lengthy and detailed account of the lives of the women she
encountered. Because the qualitative method gave me the latitude to formulate my questions in ways that
were more comfortable for my participants, I was able to open the door for Audrey to discuss her
childhood and to relate captivating stories that revealed the impact gender had on her life.
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To gather more specific information, some of the techniques described by Yvonna Lincoln and
Egon Guba (1985) were used: “pumps”- such sounds as “uh-huh” or “umm ,” asking for examples,
requests such as “Can you tell me more,” and reformulation of what was said - “You seem to be saying. ”
In one part of the interview with Joe, he talked about how much he liked math as a child. I asked if that
was his favorite subject.
Joe:

Not really. I just like, in a lot of ways, teaching it. It
[elementary teaching] is a really appropriate
profession because I really like all aspects of
[learning].

Carolyn:

Elementary teaching is good then because you’re
involved in all aspects of teaching?

Joe then went on to describe an experience in which he taught people how to use computers. He enjoyed
it for awhile but then returned to teaching.
If a participant wandered off into discussions that were repetitious or unrelated to the focus, the
conversation was refocused. A participant was often asked to clarify what she or he said. During the first
interview, Gina began to describe her experience at a teacher’s college and then veered off into her first
teaching experience.
Carolyn:

Let’s back track to the teacher’s college. How was
your experience there in terms of preparing you for
teaching?

Gina:

Oh, I thought they did a wonderful job.

Carolyn:

Okay, what was good about it?

Gina then went on to describe her experiences.
“The interviewer rarely learns anything when he or she is talking (Lincoln & Guba, 1985,
p. 270).” It’s important to keep a rhythm which encourages conversation from the person being
interviewed. Because qualitative interviews do simulate conversations, I found myself several times
“getting into the conversation” by describing my own experiences in too much detail. There was a portion
of the interview with Mary when I decided that I had to explain to her why I was interested in her early
love of school.
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It [enjoying learning in school] fascinates me because I was an awful,
I mean I was a good student but it was only because I was told I had
to be a good student. But I did not enjoy the learning process in
elementary school. And even in High School. Now I can’t get enough
of it. So that’s way I’m just fascinated.
I finally asked her, “What was it about learning that appealed to you as a young kid?” Of course, nothing
was learned about Mary during my monologue and it really did not add to the interview. It was the
question that led to information that created a better understanding of Mary. I also had to be careful not
to complete a participant’s sentence when she or he paused. I found that most of my stumbling happened
at the beginning of the first interview. Once I began to feel comfortable and to “get into a rhythm” I was a
more competent interviewer.
Sometimes the qualitative method provides an opportunity for the researcher to unexpectedly
come face-to-face with her assumptions about gender. In the second interview with Audrey, she was
explaining that they used paper and coloring materials that included “people shades” so the students
could more realistically portray themselves or others. One caught my attention.
Carolyn:

Is that a military guy?

Audrey:

Are you looking at the top?

Carolyn:

Yeah, ... it has ... gold stars.

Audrey:

That’s actually a girl.

Carolyn:

A girl? A military girl?

Audrey:

A military girl.

I, who had been immersed in gender issues for years, did not for a moment doubt that, if this self-portrait
had a military theme, it must be a male self-portrait. This exchange illustrates the strength of culturally
produced gender assumptions.
All of the interviews were tape recorded and later transcribed. In the process of analyzing the
data, hours were spent listening to the tapes and rereading the transcripts. “The qualitative methodologist
attempts to understand the multiple interrelationships among dimensions which emerge from the data
without making prior assumptions ... (Patton, 1980, p.41).”
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Analysis of Data
To analyze the data an inductive approach was used. As defined by Lincoln & Guba (1985) and
Patton (1980), it begins not with theories or hypotheses but with the data itself from which patterns and
themes emerge. The inductively generated patterns and themes were organized further into categories
developed by the researcher. The transcripts were read and the interview tapes listened to, noting
“recurring regularities” in the data. The patterns and themes that arose were sorted into categories which
were then examined for consistencies and inconsistencies. In the first set of interviews I looked for any
references to gender that occurred when the teachers were talking about their parents’ or siblings’ roles or
job choices, their educational experiences, and the reasons that they became teachers. In the second set
of interviews I listened for how gender appeared in their discussions of their students and their teaching.
“The naturalistic evaluator then works back and forth between the data and the classification
system to verify the meaningfulness and accuracy of the categories and the placement of data in
categories (Patton, 1980).” From the continual review of the tapes and the transcripts, a deeper sense of
who the participants were and how the context of what they were discussing gave meaning to the often
changing patterns or themes developed.
In selecting the patterns, themes, and categories I used my judgment about what was significant
and meaningful in the data. Qualitative research is not an objective method of data analysis; but it is not
analysis by whim either. Qualitative analysts must rely on their own insight as well as on their own
intelligence, experience, and judgment.
One difficulty that was encountered in analyzing the interviews concerned the irregular nature of
the patterns or themes. There were no “clean” or “clear” categories. Each time that the interviews were
reviewed a new layer of meaning would emerge. Schuman (1982) described the necessity of “seeing
multiple realities” and understanding the “general messiness” of the human condition as basic aims of
qualitative research. Frye (1990) advised,
Pattern perception and processes of checking such perception also require recognition
that not everything that is intelligibly located by a pattern fits [sic] the pattern ... It is
as useful to recognize forces to which one is not yielding as it is to recognize forces by
which one is being shaped or immobilized.
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After accepting the nonlinear nature of the process of analyzing, I discovered many parts of patterns
which were inconsistent with findings of studies that were reviewed or had different meanings or
significance for different teachers. Actually, contrary to Frye, it was finally recognizing the cultural
forces to which the teacher were yielding that eventually lead to an important discovery.
“Instead of bringing a phase of enquiry to closure by summing up what is known ... pattern
recognition/construction opens fields of meaning and generates new interpretive possibilities (Frye, 1990,
p. 179).” When sufficient significant data was gathered and analyzed, the research project was
completed. However, I felt that, as Frye, said, there was no sense of closure. There was instead a sense of
how complex gender was in the thinking of four elementary teachers.
In the Chapter IV, the four elementary teachers who participated in my research will be
described. They were four very different individuals whose family and childhood experiences varied in a
number of ways. Yet, they shared a similar set of values as teachers and a definite love of teaching.
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CHAPTER IV
THE TEACHERS

Gina, Mary, Audrey, and Joe were selected as participants in the research for this dissertation
because their colleagues considered them to be “good” teachers who were sensitive to gender issues.
During the course of time when the teachers were being interviewed, I was even fortunate enough to
receive some informal confirmation of the quality of their teaching skills. On several occasions when I
was talking to someone about my research that person would begin to describe a particular teacher who
had inspired her child or had been especially skillful in dealing with a child’s problem. That teacher
turned out to be one of the participants. I had to smile inwardly because I could not divulge the names of
the interviewees.
Gina, Mary, Audrey, and Joe were all between 45 and 55 years of age. Not one of them had
worked in their present school for less than 14 years. While Joe taught in a private school, the three
women taught in public schools. All the schools were located either in a rural town or city in Western
Massachusetts. Because of the prominent colleges and the large university that were situated in this part
of the state, the communities consisted of a diverse group of residents. The children that attended the
public schools in this area came from families representing various socioeconomic levels and various
lifestyles. Their parents worked in professional or nonprofessional occupations; they were artists, writers,
musicians.
The four teachers that I interviewed came from diverse backgrounds. They were raised in uppermiddle class, middle-class, working class, and lower-class families. Audrey was the only AfricanAmerican among the four, Joe the only male. Each teacher had a distinctive personality and, as I
discovered in the interviews, a unique set of experiences throughout their childhood and young
adulthood. The first set of interviews was with Gina.
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Gina
Gina was interviewed in her classroom. It was a large room that, because of a shortage of space,
accommodated both 5l and 6th grade students. The walls, tables, and bookcases were filled to capacity
with various types of student projects and learning tools. Books were everywhere. This room symbolized
the quality that I found most pronounced in talking with Gina, her passion for learning, especially her
fondness for reading.
Gina greeted me warmly. She was an attractive, slender woman of medium height who radiated
energy and enthusiasm. It took little encouraging to get her to talk about her background and her
teaching. She seemed to have acquired the gift of storytelling. She was able to describe events, people,
and places in an interesting, detailed manner with occasional bits of humor. During the interviews, Gina
emerged as an intelligent, self-confident woman with a strong commitment to teaching and learning.
As the oldest of five children and the only girl, Gina used the classroom as a refuge from her
brothers while she was growing up. “I could be in a classroom and there were a normal number of boys
and girls. I wasn’t outnumbered four to one.” Reading provided both a means of escape and a way to
cope with the boredom of lessons. “I always had a book in my desk and I just slid it out. I slipped it out
on top of whatever we were doing at a snail’s pace and I read like crazy. And then when the teacher said,
‘problem number four,’ I slipped the book back in ... ”
Although Gina’s mother was trained as a teacher, as her mother had been, she stayed at home
when her children were bom. Her father was a research scientist. Both her parents valued education but it
seems as if her love of reading was nurtured by her mother. In a very animated manner, she spoke of her
mother’s interest in literature:
Because she had those hours between 8:00 in the morning and 3:00 in the afternoon to
read, to write little short stories, to work on poems ... And to this day she’s a terrific
reader. She’s always telling me to get a pencil ... to write this book down. She’s
interested in literature, history and biographies, and poetry. And she’s interested in
politics ...
During her elementary school years, Gina’s family moved to several different states and finally
settled in an area not far from Washington, D.C. None of the moves were remembered as interfering
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with her enthusiasm for school or her ability to make friends. She did well academically. She
remembered the students in her high school as very competitive because most of them came from well-todo, highly educated families. Rather than being a problem, this type of environment motivated her. She
described herself as very competitive and attributed this quality to being raised in a family of five and
having to hold her own among four brothers.
Gina went to college immediately after high school. In her second year she transferred to a
teachers’ college where she met her future husband. After graduating, Gina began her career as an
elementary school teacher in a fairly urban area. She had wonderful memories of that first class and,
apparently, they of her because “ ... when they graduated from college, they found me and came up to
visit me in [present location].” When her husband came to attend graduate school in Western
Massachusetts, Gina took a teaching job in the area.
In the past thirty years, she has taught in both elementary and secondary schools. She is certified
to teach all high school subjects. For the last 15 years, she has been an elementary teacher in her present
school which, although located in a very rural area, has children from a variety of family backgrounds.
To illustrate this range of economic backgrounds, Gina used the example of a boy in her class whose
“parents are both microbiologists” being best friends with a boy whose “father is a cook.” This year she
also had both 5th and 6th grade students, bringing a variety of skill levels into one classroom. In
describing one method she used to meet the needs of her students, which also exemplified her devotion to
learning, she said:
Well, you have to come up with projects or units or integrated units that will allow for
this enormous spread. And then I go to three libraries for every unit I do ... I have
about 60 books out of the library at one time.
When describing her classroom activities, Gina talked at length about “literature projects.” She
seemed to take pride in teaching her students how to do well-organized, thoughtful research. At the end
of our second interview, she talked about her interest in literature and its importance in her teaching.
Well, I’m an English teacher, or was an English teacher. I was trained that way. I think
that kids need to hear the best examples of literature that you can give them from the
earliest age. Our children were being read poetry when they were six and nine months’
old. The rhythm of the language and the beauty of the language and the vocabulary that
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kids can understand as a listening vocabulary shouldn’t be under-emphasized. I think
that if you do that, if your kids grow up in a very rich literary background, they’re
going to just be better at reading, be better at writing, be better communicators. And
they re going to just have a fuller life. I darken the [class]room after lunch recess, turn
all the lights out, and I read aloud to them. I put all the voices in. All the characters
have different voices in the book. And the kids love it. They love to be read aloud to. I
take great pleasure in reading aloud to kids. And they learn to be dramatic in their own
reading because I’m willing to make such a fool of myself.
Gina spoke proudly of her two children. Her son who is presently attending college was
described as a bright, honest, reflective person: “...he can see into things. 1 sometimes think I look to him
for wisdom about things.” Her daughter who is doing exceptionally well in her career was portrayed as a
dynamic, very hardworking, assertive, skillful young woman.

Mary
Mary was the only teacher who preferred to be interviewed in her home rather than in her
classroom. I understood why when I got to my first session. She took care of her grandson while her
daughter worked. At first, I was more than a little concerned that a toddler’s presence would be very
distracting and that his play would create too much noise on my tape. However, this little lad proved to be
very quiet and very mellow. He spent much of the time cuddled contentedly in his grandmother’s lap
playing quietly. Mary also received a number of phone calls during our sessions which were handled
quickly.
The qualities that seemed to characterize Mary are difficult to define. She has a strong religious
background. She seemed to have taken the values of her religion that applied to social commitments and
made them a part of who she was and how she lived. In talking about her background, Mary related
episodes in her life in which she played an active role in helping children better their lives. For instance,
through the international adoption process Mary has become the mother of three daughters, all from wartom countries. Since her daughters are all young adults, she undertook this proceeding long before it was
as formalized and as acceptable as it is today. And she did it as a single parent. From her account, it is
apparent that she had to be assertive, persistent, creative, and knowledgeable about how the systems
involved in international adoptions worked.
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It was hard with the first two ... mainly because, at that point, single parents were
looked upon as a step up from an institution. [The feeling was] that you really couldn’t
provide a good home if you were a single parent... Very few had been done except
for children with severe special needs, who, they thought, would not be placed
otherwise. The way the immigration law was worded was that preference visas [visas
given to people for children they were adopting out of the country] would be granted to
the children of a U.S. citizen and spouse.
Mary believed that her daughters were destined to come to her.
Sally came with the last group of children that got out of Da Nang before the city was
taken over by the communists. She came two days before everything fell apart. Right
after she was slated to be my child, she was put into the last group taken out under
regular circumstances [by the orphanage].
Like Gina, Maiy had parents who felt that education was “a top priority.” Her father was a
factory worker for most of his life who began to get jobs as a young boy to help support his family. “My
father desperately wanted to go to college ... He had gone [to college] for part of one year and he had to
drop out to continue help supporting his siblings.” He participated actively in the education of both of his
daughters. Her mother was home most of the time but occasionally took part-time jobs.
Belonging to a religious family, Mary attended a parochial elementary school which she
enjoyed. Because her parents were not pleased with the public high school in the town, they gave both
their daughters the choice of either going to the public high school or going to a religiously affiliated
boarding school on the other side of the state. Mary remembered her parents encouraging her, but not
forcing her, to attend boarding school. Like her older sister, she moved on to the private school which
had an academically rigorous approach to learning. Mary flourished because she enjoyed doing well.
However, before entering the tenth grade and after “giving a lot of thought to the decision,” she chose to
go to the public high school where she had more freedom. Even there her studies came first.
After graduating, Mary went to a small, religiously affiliated, liberal arts college where she was
determined not to be a teacher. She majored in sociology and was influenced by a sociology professor
with a strong focus on international concerns. Because of her, Mary and two other students were able to
work as teachers in a South African mission school for a year. Her descriptions of this experience were
vivid and engrossing. It was obvious that this was a memorable experience for her on many levels. She
experienced enforced racism and deep poverty.
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Having had no teaching experience, Mary entered her South African classroom of more than 30
students:
If you want to know how badly off we were, there were no supplies. I mean, there was
a tiny bit of paper which ran out long before the year was over. Urn, I think there were
a couple of reading books per class. The kids had ink wells ... [with] a little bit of ink
... [and] old pens [and] little notebooks.
She described herself as a “too strict” but successful teacher. This success was not attributed to her
teaching abilities but to her success in getting across to her students her feelings for them as human
beings:
...but what was very successful was the children knew we loved them. And that was
just unheard of. I mean that, you know, ah, it was a foreign concept to them ... [One]
Saturday morning ... one of the children looked at me and said, “You aren’t really
European, are you?” Which is their term for all White people. And I said, “Gosh, why
do you ask?” He said, “You and Miss M. don’t act like Europeans because you really
care about us.”
One of the outcomes of this episode in her life was finding out that she really loved working
with kids. So, contrary to her pre-college resolution, she decided that she wanted to become a teacher.
Because she was not certified, Mary began her teaching career in this country in private,
religiously affiliated schools. Along the way she picked up the courses she needed for certification.
Although Mary really enjoyed teaching where “I could speak about God, you know, speak about my
faith,” she needed to make more money. She was in the process of adopting her first child. It was at this
time that she began to teach in her present school, a public school. From her South African experience to
the present day, she has continued to believe that teachers can make a difference, “I know that the
acceptance and love the kids receive in the classroom ... makes a world of difference.”
Mary has been teaching in the same school for more than 20 years, primarily in the first and
second grades. In contrast to her international teaching experience after her junior year in college and to
her family, few, if any, of her students belonged to racial or ethnic minority groups. However, in keeping
with her devotion to teaching children, Mary described the school as having “a very caring staff’ who
made decisions based on the needs of the children not just on financial considerations alone. As a result
she said the school had an excellent reputation.
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Audrey
I had a few minutes in Audrey’s classroom by myself so I wandered around looking at the
various spaces designated for second grade learning projects. The room was large and separated from
another classroom by a divider that was partially open. Having a fondness for words, I was fascinated by
a list of very unfamiliar words on the wall. Some of them were very long and difficult to pronounce.
When Audrey came in, after introductions, I asked about the list and was told that these were words that
the students learned weekly. They were selected either by students or by the teacher. This was a
classroom of second-graders! Unfortunately, because the words were so unusual, I do not remember any
of them. But apparently not only did Audrey’s students remember them, they were able to introduce them
with their meanings to their parents. Audrey’s ability to rather naturally rise above what may be seen as
social, academic, or psychological restrictions by some is the quality that I particularly associate with her.
Audrey was a very attractive, soft-spoken African-American woman who was raised in foster
homes. Yet her memories of her childhood were extraordinarily positive. Although the houses in which
she lived did not have TV’s and “in one we didn’t even have running water,” she described this time as
“always surrounded with music and ... with books.” Both music and books became an integral part of
her life. For a number of years, she has participated in community musical events and has two children
who were described as academically and musically gifted. And she “loves” to read.
From her accounts of her childhood, I got a sense that she, somehow, escaped the anger that
many foster children have toward the world because of their situation. Audrey said that she never felt
deprived because she lived in communities where “everyone had as little as you did.” For whatever
reason, she was one of those people who see everything from a positive point of view.
Audrey always loved school and did well, graduating high school third in her class. In her
elementary and middle schools there were “all White teachers, all Black kids.” She was one of 13 Black
students bussed to a White high school. She admitted that she may be blocking out bad memories or
choosing to remember only what she wants to, but that time “in my life was a good memory and I don’t
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regret it.

The only confrontation that she remembered occurred with another Black student over the fact

that she liked school and he thought it “wasn’t good to like school.”
Most of her foster homes were parented by women, strong women who, she believes, gave her a
sense of being able to do whatever she wanted: “You know, it was ‘women do this’ and ‘women do that’
and ‘women can do this’ and ‘you can do this’ and ‘don’t let anyone say you can’t do this.’” Sometimes
these messages became submerged, but fortunately not drowned, in the pervasive messages being sent to
her, a poor Black child, by the larger society. This theme can be seen in her response when she was asked
when she first thought about becoming a teacher:
I was eight years old. I was working in a garden and I was pulling up weeds and just
thinking that, um, I loved to be around kids and, if I could ever have another life, ... I
would want to be a teacher. From that minute I didn’t start thinking “and so I’m going
to do everything to get there.” I just put it in my mind “if I could have opportunities like
other people had opportunities, I would be a teacher. But, since I can’t, then I’ll just do
the best 1 can.” And always in my mind I was thinking that, you know, 1 wanted to be a
teacher.
After graduation, Audrey applied for housecleaning jobs. One day, in the early 1970's, Fate in
the guise of a “man riding up and down the street with a bullhorn” intervened. He announced a special
meeting for all African-American high school graduates. Audrey went and signed up for a program at the
state university that included free tuition, room and board, and extra money for living expenses. “Because
I went to that meeting, because I happened to believe what he said, that’s how 1 got there [to college] ...
And that’s when I got into education.”
In college Audrey met and married her husband of 25 years, a psychologist. They have a son and
a daughter, both of whom are “great.” She has two Masters’ degrees in education and, since college, has
never had any job other than teaching. She loves her work. For more than 20 years she has been
employed in her present school teaching primarily in the lower grades.
Joe
As I walked along the halls of the private school where Joe had been teaching for more than 10
years, I looked around at the boxes and other items that lined the walls. I remember being a little
astonished that this school which was highly regarded was housed in such old, cramped facilities. Joe’s
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classroom was smaller than those of the other public schools I visited but, of course, the number of
students was also smaller. I later learned that classes had ended for the year so everything was being
packed up.
Since I had to wait awhile before Joe was available, I looked around his classroom. Every corner
was packed with books, computers, or student projects. Of course, Joe was in the process of cleaning up
his classroom for the year so it was a bit cluttered. 1 got a strong sense that this was a place that students
came to for active, challenging learning.
Joe was a pleasant, nice looking man who really valued teaching. During the second interview
when he talked about his teaching and his students, he radiated enthusiasm. It was very apparent that he
loved what he did. He loved being able to continually challenge his very bright fourth-grade students and
to train future teachers. Joe left the public school setting in which he had at some time taught all
elementary grades, because he felt that he was giving “90% of [his] energy to 10% of [the] children.”
These 10% were children whose family situations were damaging to them and who, as a result, had
academic and social problems in the classroom. In his present private school setting, the parents really
valued education. In addition, he had the opportunity to train student teachers. Because of this
responsibility, Joe felt that he had an indirect influence on the many students that his interns would teach
and “that’s pretty powerful.”
Although it was obvious that he cared about his family and enjoyed his childhood and young
adult experiences, the tone of his conversation in the first interview was more subdued that of the second
interview. This response was partly due to the stress of ending the academic year and to the fact that he
was not feeling well. This was also the interview in which Joe discussed some experiences that had a
profound impact on him.
“A Leave It To Beaver” life is how Joe described his childhood. His father worked in an
executive position that required a few family moves. Although his mother was trained as a teacher, she
chose to stay at home to take care of him and his younger brother. After the fourth grade, Joe’s family
moved from an urban area in the Northeast to the Midwest where life was more relaxed and school was
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simpler.

At one point he described this period as: “You know, buying a suburban house which was in

a new development ... mom’s home all the time so it’s a really nice, protected, ‘cookies and milk’ type
of thing.”
Although Joe had good memories of school and of one particular teacher on whom he had a
crush, he really warmed up when talking about his after school activities. He was very actively involved
in sports and participated in a variety of community ventures. As a member of his family’s church he
played volleyball, acted in plays, and sang in the chorus. With the neighborhood kids:
...you’d go riding [on bicycles] anywhere you wanted to go. Uh, all winter long we ice
skated or played basketball in lots of bams that were nearby ... We played basketball
all winter long out of the wind.
Before his family got a television, he read a great deal and listened to the radio. “I remember listening to
ball games with my father, laying on the living room floor, the Red Sox, Ted Williams, and all.”
When his family moved back to the Northeast, Joe was placed in advanced classes in high
school because his grades were so high in his former school. He found that classes were more demanding
in the urban school, so he “just rose to the occasion” and did well in them. Learning came easy to him
because “I liked the stuff... 1 can accelerate to the pace as needed.”
At this point I began to suspect that adaptability was a strong quality of Joe’s. Neither the family moves
nor the academic differences of schools in different parts of the country seemed to create problems for
him. His obvious enjoyment of school and of social and athletic activities was constant throughout his
childhood.
After high school Joe went to college where he majored in education. From there he joined the
Peace Corps “which sort of called my parents’ bluff as far as being, oh, caring about society and doing
good things. Well, they didn’t mean for me to be that caring!” This was actually the first time that Joe
indicated that he felt a commitment to, in some way, make the world a better place. This later became a
theme throughout his conversations.
As a Peace Corps volunteer in the West Indies, Joe gave workshops and led demonstration
lessons in mathematics and language for local teachers. He found his job to be very frustrating because
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he had a great deal of turnover in his workshops. “If anything came up that offered money, people would
stop teaching ... The idea of turnover meant that there was no continuity to what I was teaching the
teachers.” In several other instances, Joe also spoke directly or indirectly about having a positive impact
on others. This seemed to be important to him. Joe felt that he had an impact on the people in the
community that he lived in and worked in while in the Peace Corps in ways other than doing workshops.
Easily one hundred books a month would come [from publishers in the United States]
through me for the school or the local little library. I felt that was the long-lasting
impact I was having, as well as showing them [the members of the community] that all
White people didn’t live up on the top of that white, white man’s hill in their little
compound and that we could have many skills, [e.g.,] fixing bikes, getting your water
running.
The Peace Corps was also an important part of Joe’s life because some of the people he met
became and remain his “closest friends.” Joe met and married his wife, also a Peace Corps volunteer, in
the West Indies. They returned to Western Massachusetts to two teaching positions and became active in
the antiwar and anti-nuc[ear movements. Eventually they had a daughter and a son. His daughter
graduated from college with a major in biology and was working as a manager for a large farm in the
area. She spent most of her childhood with animals on what Joe described as a “gentleman farm type
operation.” His son was diagnosed with learning problems in elementary school. After having an
increasingly difficult time in middle and high school, he left and eventually got his GED. At the time of
the interview, he was working in a restaurant. Joe talked about how difficult it was to watch his children
“make their mistakes.” He felt, however, that were at a place where “they’re both relatively happy doing
what they are doing.”
Summary
All the teachers interviewed were unique in their experiences and their personalities. The bond
that united them was their love of teaching and of learning. They became energized when they began to
talk about their students and their classroom experiences. They all had encounters with cultural
differences either in this country or outside of it. Gina, Mary, Audrey, and Joe were thoughtful,
intelligent people who often apply their own learning to their teaching.
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In Chapter V the first set of interviews will be discussed and analyzed. Particular attention will
be given to the ways in which these culturally aware teachers perceived or did not perceive gender issues
in their lives or in the lives of their family members. Their conversations will be also examined for
examples of experiences in which gender was significant.
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CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF THE INTERVIEWS ON THE
ELEMENTARY TEACHERS’ BACKGROUNDS

The first set of interviews was focused on gathering background information. The four
elementary teachers were asked to describe their parents, their sisters and brothers, their children and
spouses, and their school experiences. They talked about the roles their parents assumed in the family, the
career choices of family members, their own childhood experiences, their experiences with elementary
and high school and college, and their reasons for becoming teachers. From this information, patterns or
themes that had concerned gender were extracted.
Cultural anthropologist James Spradley (1980) defines culture as “the acquired knowledge
people use to interpret experience and generate behavior” (p. 6). Our culture has a large body of shared
knowledge that people absorb through the process of socialization that begins in infancy. A portion of
our vast store of cultural knowledge provides us with cues for determining gender appropriate behavior.
It was this aspect that was explored in analyzing the interviews with Gina, Mary, Joe, and Audrey.
In the first section of this chapter, the gender roles and career choices of the teachers’ family
members are examined in the context of what was and is considered to be appropriate for females and
males in our society. Although cultural knowledge itself is hidden from view, it is manifested at two
levels of consciousness. “Explicit culture makes up part of what we know, a level of knowledge people
can communicate about with relative ease” (Spradley, 1980, p. 7). Gina, Mary, Joe, and Audrey were
able to clearly describe culturally appropriate gender behavior when they talked about their family of
origin, their children and their spouses.
In second section of this chapter the teachers’ discussions on how and why they became
teachers will be described and examined. Cultural knowledge is not only explicit. A large portion of it
remains tacit or outside of our conscious awareness. People know things that they cannot talk about or
express in direct ways. Both types of cultural knowledge, explicit and tacit, are revealed through speech
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in comments and in lengthy discussions. In talking about the paths that led them to become elementary
teachers, Gina, Mary, Joe, and Audrey did not directly allude to any gender factors.
The third section of this chapter focuses on the similarities and differences between the research
findings and the teachers memories. The data from this set of interviews revealed some similarities
between the research findings on the academic and social behavior of female and male elementary
students in Chapter I and the teachers’ memories of some of their elementary school experiences. For
instance, two of the female teachers remembered girls who were academic achievers in elementary school
and some research findings indicated that teachers perceived girls as doing better academically than boys.
However, when the teachers’ childhood recollections are placed in context of how they came to
remember these pieces of information and how little they discussed it, it appears that these memories hold
little conscious significance for them. It may be that the elementary school memories of Gina, Mary, Joe,
and Audrey are examples of tacit cultural knowledge. It may also be that their memories had more
significance for them at the actual time the events took place. “Meanings [of human behavior] are
handled in, and modified through, an interpretative process used by the person dealing with the things he
encounters” (Spradley, 1980, p. 9).

Gender Roles and Career Choices of Family Members
From the first set of interviews I learned much about the gender roles and career choices of the
teachers and their family members. The teachers’ parents and caretakers stayed within the gender
boundaries of their time, the 1950's. They assumed very traditional gender roles and worked in ‘gender
appropriate’ jobs. The roles and career choices of the teachers and their spouses have elements of both
traditional female and male gender standards and of change. It was during their young adulthood that the
civil rights movement, the Vietnam protests, and the women’s movement planted the seeds of change in
our society by openly and aggressively challenging past assumptions and demanding new rights for
people. Now the roles and career choices of the children of the teachers are crossing over the boundaries
that once culturally defined female and male domains. In our society as women have been increasingly
infiltrating “male” occupations, men are receiving messages that to be sensitive and nurturing is
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acceptable. Elements of these changes can be seen in the career choices of the children of the four
teachers as well as in how they described themselves as individuals.
Gina, Joe, and Mary grew up in the 1950's. Their fathers went off to work. Their mothers stayed
home to take care of the house and the children. In spite of the fact that, after World War II, consumer
spending and a higher birth rate encouraged the two-income family, public opinion registered strong
disapproval of a married woman working if her husband could support her (Faragher, Buhle, Czitrom, &
Armitage, 1994). The media in its various forms promoted this type of family structure.
Commentators appealed for a return to an imaginary, traditional, family, where men
alone were breadwinners and women stayed happily at home.... Ferdinand Lundberg
and Marynia Famham, in their best-selling Modern Woman: The Lost Sex (1947)...
proposed federally funded psychotherapy to readjust women to their housewifely roles
and cash subsidies to encourage them to bear more children ... Articles in popular
magazines, televisions shows, and high-profile experts chimed in with similar
messages. Talcott Parsons, the distinguished Harvard sociologist, delineated the
parameters of the “democratic” family: husbands served as breadwinners and links to
the outside society, while wives - “the emotional hub of the family”- stayed home to
care for their families, (p. 845-846)
Audrey experienced a completely different family environment. She was placed with AfricanAmerican foster mothers who worked as housekeepers and took care of the children by themselves.
While she was growing up, “there weren’t any men, uncles, certainly not father figures or anything like
that around.” She lived in low-income communities where, as we will see later, she rarely encountered
any adult who was not struggling financially to maintain her family.
In the early 1960's, more than 40 percent of all black families fell into the poverty
bracket, earning less than $3,000 per year. Average black income was only a little over
half the average white income ... fewer than 40 percent of black teenagers finished
high school, and their unemployment rate was double that of black adults. (Faragher,
Buhle, Czitrom, & Armitage, 1994, p. 918)
Mary grew up in the 1950's in a working class family. Her father was a factory worker. Her
mother was a homemaker who occasionally took a part-time job to help out financially, but her primary
responsibility was to take care of the house and her two daughters.
Although Gina grew up in a middle- to upper-middle class family in which both parents had
professional careers, she, like Mary, had a mother who stayed at home and a father who went to work.
However, unlike Mary’s mother, her mother had a professional career as an English and History teacher
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before she married. Gina’s father was a research scientist. As was often the case in the 1950's family, the
father who was the breadwinner left the responsibilities of parenting to his wife. It was also common for
the wife to create a peaceful environment for her husband when he came home from work (Faragher,
Buhle, Czitrom, & Armitage, 1994). Gina described the roles of her mother and father:
My father was a sort of workaholic [sic]. Maybe it’s true about research scientists
Maybe it’s especially true about mathematicians and physicists who tend to bum out
early. But he worked all the time and he ignored us. Um, I mean my mother’s job was
to keep us sort of fenced off from him so he could do his work.
Joe’s father, who began working at an entry level position, was eventually promoted to a
position as head of the East coast division of a large company. He was, therefore, able to provide an
upper-middle class income for his family. His mother, like Gina’s, was certified to teach but chose to be a
homemaker. Both Gina and Joe had parents with professional careers that assumed, like Mary’s parents,
the traditional gender roles for the 1950's mother and father.
Growing up as a Black child in foster care, Audrey was raised by women who lived in lowincome neighborhoods. The family structure that she identified with was not the 1950’s White, middleclass, “dad went to work while mom stayed home” model.
What I had examples of more was women who had fairly decent houses who were, in
my mind ... very intelligent, who made money, who kept families together, and did it
mostly by themselves ... I was going to, you know, have a family, keep it together, go
out and work, you know, one, two, three jobs because that’s just what you did.
Her “women” did not have careers. They had jobs, primarily cleaning jobs. In a sense they assumed the
roles played by both parents of the other teachers. They were the breadwinners and they were responsible
for taking care of their homes and their children.
The career choices of the brothers and sisters of Gina, Mary, and Joe also tended to be gender
“appropriate.” Mary’s sister, like Mary, initially went into teaching. She later returned to school to get a
degree in counseling. All four of Gina’s brothers went into traditionally male occupations involving
various forms of math and science. They followed the path of their father who was a research scientist.
Two became engineers, one graduated with an accounting degree but worked in mining and construction,
and one was a vice president of a large corporation involved in scientific research and sales. Joe’s
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younger brother became wealthy in the restaurant business. Audrey had no knowledge of any brothers or
sisters.
In looking at the teachers’ own family experiences, a picture quite different from those in which
they were raised developed. Yet, it too was a reflection of the times. All of the teachers who were
married had spouses who worked in some professional capacity. All of the teachers continued to work
while their children were growing up. After the women’s movement gathered momentum in the 1970's, it
became more socially acceptable for women, especially professional women, to work while their children
were young. In addition, to maintain at least a middle-class style of living it became increasingly
necessary for both parents to bring in an income. (Faragher, Buhle, Czitrom, & Armitage, 1994).
At the time that I was interviewing Mary, one of her daughters was heading in a career direction
that was not “traditionally female.” She was completing or had completed a degree in political science.
Her other two daughters were following more traditionally female paths. One was graduating with a
degree in languages and was interested in getting a job as an interpreter. The other was a single parent
who worked part-time and, according to Mary, was skilled in creating various kinds of handicrafts.
Gina’s husband was an English teacher. At the time of the interview her son was still in college
majoring in English. Her daughter graduated with a major in English and was working in a private
industry as head of a certification program managing a large budget and a small staff, a job she acquired
shortly after graduation. According to her mother, she is a skillful administrator and salesperson.
Joe’s wife worked throughout their marriage. She taught in an elementary school until their first
child was bom. And “she ran a preschool out of the house between [their first and second child].” Then
for a time she returned to teaching until, as Joe described it, “she really decided what she wanted to do.
Her real interest was in nature.” After working for a number of years in environmental education, she
applied to graduate school. At the time of the interview she was completing a doctorate in one of the
natural sciences. Joe’s daughter who graduated with a degree in biology was working as an agricultural
manager, a job generally done by men. Their son was still undecided about a career. Joe, whose own
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upbringing was described by him as right out of Leave It To Beaver, has a wife and daughter working in
traditionally male areas.
Audrey’s husband was self-employed. He traveled to various businesses giving training and
workshops on how to manage work-related problems. At the time of the interview her son was
completing his senior year in high school and was interested in computers. Her daughter, who was 12- or
13-years old, was interested in becoming an advertising executive.
Why They Became Elementary Teachers
Gina, Mary, and Audrey became teachers which has been and is considered to be one of the
primary occupations for women. In 1980 more than 80 percent of the women who were employed in this
country worked in only 20 of the 420 occupations compiled by the U.S. Census Bureau (Faragher, Buhle,
Czitrom, & Armitage, 1994, p. 967). The majority of professional women were clustered in 2 of the 20
occupations: teaching and nursing. Joe became an elementary teacher, a more unusual career choice for a
man then and now. Yet, none of the teachers cited gender as a consideration in their choice of a career.
Although all three female teachers that I interviewed were in a “female” occupation, the reasons
that they gave for their choice were closely tied to strong interests and values rather than gender issues.
However, it should be remembered that during the years in which they were growing up cultural forces
strongly worked toward women going into “women” occupations. Women were visible as teachers,
nurses, and social workers. They were not visible as scientists, politicians, or corporate leaders. Joe, by
becoming an elementary teacher, went into a traditional female occupation. Men were not perceived as
caretakers or as nurturing, qualities attributed to the role of elementary school teachers. Joe did not
discuss the issue of gender when he described the reasons that he chose to go into elementary education.
Mary was the only teacher who talked about gender when she was discussing her career path.
However, she was clear it was not a factor in her decision. In college Mary was determined not to
become a teacher because it was a “female” profession.
Because in those days ... if you were a women, I mean, that’s what you did. Y ou either
got married and had a family or you went into education. And I was determined I was
not. I was also very independent. I was not going to do that because that’s what was
expected of young women. So I never took an education course.
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Ironically, the career path that was supposed to lead Mary into other directions actually led her
to teaching. It was her interest in international issues that motivated her to go to Africa. It was her
teaching experience in Africa that affected her in such a way that she reversed her decision about
becoming a teacher. She realized how much she loved working with children.
Mary always loved school and learning. She attributed the value that she placed on education
partly to her relationship with her father.
Well, I enjoyed learning. My sister and I had talked about... our motivations [to
succeed academically] because she also was a very good student.... and part of it was ...
not so much living my father’s dream for him but we knew how important education
was to him and that he never had the chance to ... go to school. And that was one of the
reasons that we worked so hard.
However, it was obvious by Mary’s use of “they” when referring to her parents’ role in her academic
decisions that both parents were involved in helping their children be good students.
While Gina’s brothers went into careers that required technical skills similar to those needed in
their father’s occupation as a research scientist, Gina followed her mother’s interests in teaching and
literature and became a teacher. Although she was vague about the reasons for her choice, she did talk
with enthusiasm about working with children and student teaching. She made her decision to go into
teaching when she transferred colleges after her freshman year. Like Mary, she loved school and
learning.
Gina and her brothers followed paths consistent with gender development as described by social
learning theorists and psychologists. Social learning theorists would attribute their interests and career
choices to the social “cues” [visual and verbal messages about appropriate gender behavior] received in
the moment-to-moment, day-to-day interactions between the children and their immediate environment,
i.e., parents, teachers, playmates (Coon, 1995). In psychological theories, children develop and
understanding of gender through their relationships with their mothers and fathers. Through this process
girls identify with their mothers and boys identify with their fathers and take on appropriate female and
male characteristics (Chodorow, 1978).
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In Gina’s family education was “strongly pushed.” In contrast to Mary’s father’s more gently
conveyed expectations, Gina’s father took disciplinary measures when his children did not bring home
good grades. “...In fact, my father didn’t speak to you if you weren’t on the honor roll.” Although her
father was the disciplinarian, Gina’s mother also had high educational standards for all her children. She
modeled her love of learning by reading proliflcally and by writing poetry and short stories while her
children were in school. Gina was the third woman in her family to become a teacher, following in the
tradition her mother and her mother’s mother.
When Joe was asked how his parents felt about education, he described an experience that was
different from either Mary’s or Gina’s.
Carolyn:

How did your folks feel about education? I mean,
was there any priority on it that you can remember?

Joe:

Not in a major way. Except more sort of ... it was
the thing to do obviously, to go to school, to be a
good boy ...
Well, I did as was expected ... Particularly, I
mean, I gave it my best shot and it was always good
enough. It was always very good.

Later in the interview when Joe was talking about what little effect his father’s transfers from one part of
the country to another had on him, he further described the unspoken nature of the expectations of his
family and of the communities in which he lived.
Joe:

[There] was a lot of moving ... in that suburban group that I grew
up in. People were being transferred by their companies all over the
place.

Carolyn:

So you knew that this was part of your family
[life]?

Joe:

I just said, “hey.” I wasn’t particularly aware culturally,
economically. I grew up pretty much in White, middle- to uppermiddle class suburban neighborhoods [where] everybody had looked
the way I looked. And it was great. And we just did it [moved].

Joe began his college years as a history major with the intention of teaching in a high school.
After his first year, he found that he “really liked the ideas in education.” It was then that he switched his
major to education. Through his course work in child psychology he developed an interest in elementary
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teaching. “Mexican history from 1815 to 1835 as a course wasn’t nearly as exciting as looking at Maslow
and Piaget.”
After college, Joe joined the Peace Corps and was sent to Jamaica where he trained teachers.
This was frustrating for him because after he trained them, if an opportunity came for them to make more
money, they left teaching. Several times throughout the interview he talked about having a positive effect
on individuals. It was part of his story on his Peace Corps experience.
I could easily afford a brand new Raleigh bicycle. When I left Jamaica I gave my
Raleigh to my good buddy, Denzil. It could change his life ... It allowed Denzil to
ride to the next town for work which [paid more].
After the Peace Corps, Joe began teaching elementary school in Massachusetts. He was active in the anti¬
war and anti-nuclear movements. After the birth of his second child, he left teaching to make more
money as computer programmer. However, after two years he took a considerable pay cut to return to
teaching,
“Because I felt that teaching was far more the thing I wanted to do rather than line up
how many people were in what beds, what number of operations are being done, what
kind of calories you should have to consume if you’re on a certain diet.”
Joe left public school teaching because he felt that he could be more effective in a private school. As a
trainer of student teachers, he estimated that over the years at least 25 of the students are still teaching in
“25 classrooms [with] 25 kids ... every year.”
Although Audrey did not talk about gender in the cultural sense as having an effect on her
decision to become a teacher, she did talk about how the women in her life influenced her. In contrast to
Mary, Gina, and Joe who went on to college to a great extent because it was expected, in Audrey’s world
going to college was not an option. The possibility of furthering her education beyond high school did
not enter her mind until she met a young Black women in one of her foster homes who was going to
college.
There weren’t people around me who went to college and, in fact, I hadn’t even
planned to go to college. I can remember the day that I decided to be a teacher. I can
remember where I was. I can remember what I was thinking. I can remember what kind
of day it was. I can remember when I decided to do it, at the same time knowing and
thinking that I would never do it because I didn’t have that example of people going to
college.
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Then one day the opportunity came. Because of values of the women who were her foster
mothers and because they served as models of women who were capable and strong, Audrey did not
hesitate to take advantage of her opportunity.
Audrey:

But in a lot of the families I was with, the women
were instrumental in my thinking. The women were
very strong. They knew what they wanted to do. I
did have cousins who were male but the women
always took such a strong, were a strong presence
in the homes I was in and that really affected me
and still does.

Carolyn:

In what sense?

Audrey:

Well, just never hearing “I can’t do” and never
hearing “ I won’t do it” and never hearing “this is
too hard.” In my mind the women obviously just
did it to take care of things. And so that was very
important for me.

Audrey, like the others, had a positive experience in school. Regardless of the teachers, being in
a classroom discovering all kinds of wondrous things was exciting and fun. For both of Audrey’s own
children, going to college would not even be questioned.
See, it’s funny, in kids’ minds now there’s not any question, you know, of going to
college. It’s just what you do ... They just understand that in order to get what you
want and be what you want to be, that’s just part of it. School doesn’t stop.
Audrey had moved into a different socioeconomic class. Her children, like the other three
teachers, lived in an environment in which higher education was expected.
Parental expectations and values, a love of learning, an enjoyment of school, a desire to work
with kids, and a commitment to have a positive effect on children were common themes given by these
four elementary teachers in describing their reasons for choosing to be teachers. Gender as an influencing
factor was discussed only by Audrey. However, she did not refer to it as a cultural factor but rather as a
personal motivator.
In the four teachers’ descriptions of their backgrounds, the most prominent theme that developed
was the connection between gender and cultural appropriateness in most of the career choices of family
members and in aspects of gender roles. Although none of the teachers talked about gender having a part
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in their decisions to become elementary teachers, it is a career that embodies many of the qualities
attributed to women. Jean Baker Miller, Nancy Chodorow, Carol Gilligan, and the authors of Women’s
Ways of Knowing developed theories about women’s gender development which emphasized the value
that women place on caring about, being connected to, and assuming responsibility for others. Teaching
elementary school children has been seen as a “traditionally female” career because it calls for the use of
these “female” qualities.
However, Joe is a male in a “female” career. As evidenced in his discussion of his Peace Corps
experience and his commitment to teaching, he also cares about people and is committed to helping
children learn. As a student teacher trainer, he feels a sense of responsibility to help prepare them to
become effective teachers to the children in their future classrooms. These “female” qualities are qualities
that can be exhibited by both genders. Gilligan’s research on the moral development of women was
duplicated by other researchers who found evidence that both types of reasoning* were present in women
and men (Brannon, 1996).
There were also some similarities between the childhood experiences described by the four
teachers and the findings of the research in Chapter I. However, the significance of the remembered
experiences differs in various ways from the findings of the largely quantitative studies.
Similarities Between Research Findings and Teachers’ Memories
One of the questions that was asked all of the teachers was whether they remembered who were
the good and bad students in their elementary school classrooms. Some of the research findings indicated
that girls were perceived as better students in elementary school. At first glance Mary’s response seemed
to back up these findings.
Carolyn:

Do you remember who was good in class and who
was bad in class?

1 This is a reference to Lawrence Kohlberg’s theory of moral reasoning in which the highest
level occurs when rules are not violated because they go against a person’s internalized sense of justice
and to Carol Gilligan’s theory in which value judgments are made based on whether they would damage
relationships.
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Mary:

No, I don’t as [related] to behavioral issues. I don’t
really remember much as a youngster. I do
remember a couple of kids in elementary school
that shined ... not that I was trying to compete
with them. But you always knew they were going to
get the A.... I do remember a few kids but I don’t
remember the discipline.

A few minutes later she said, “I remember a girl in particular. I don’t really remember why.” Mary had a
fleeting memory of a young female student being an achiever. However, it seemed to have little
significance to her. It took her a few minutes to think of someone. Then she matter-of-factly moved on to
another topic.
Mary rarely used references to gender either when describing her students in Africa or in her
present school. She was not concerned with gender but with achievement. She remembered “a couple of
kids in elementary school that shined” because they “scored the top grades.” Later she recalled the one
“girl in particular.”
When Gina was asked to describe the students she remembered as “good students,’’she,
like Mary, also recalled a young female student in elementary school.
Gina:

But the kids talk about it... I remember I hadn’t
been at the school very long when I met a girl and
one of the kids told me about this girl. She’s never
missed a spelling word in her life, [laugh] But she
was only maybe eight at the time. But still.

Carolyn:

It was an achievement.

Gina:

And that girl became one of my friends. Then she
went on to get a Ph.D. in such a thing as
cybernetics at Cornell.

Gina was impressed when she was told of the girl who never missed a spelling word. But her
emphasis in relating the event was on the fact that this girl became one of her friends. To illustrate how
intelligent her friend was, she added a description of her degree. This is an example of a girl remembeied
as being smart in a girl activity, spelling, but later going into a male field.
Almost all of the research in Chapter I that indicates girls prefer and excel in English while boys
like and do better in math and science uses the quantitative method. Because the findings are specific to a
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time period [when the study was done], there is not an opportunity to follow the changes of specific
students. Therefore, the variables, i.e., gender, reading ability, and interest, take on more significance in
the study than they may have in the life of an individual.
Gina s favorite subject in elementary and high school was English. Her least favorite was math.
However, her preferences did not reflect her skill level since she reported that her SAT verbal and math
scores were almost the same. Audrey, Joe, and Mary related that they liked all subjects and did well in all
subjects. However, Joe spoke of math accomplishments when recalling memories of positive experiences
in school.
Carolyn:

What are some of the ones [positive experiences]
you can remember?

Joe:

Oh, somehow I seem to have a number of memories
of ... math accomplishments. Even, you know,
learning how to do long division, not that 1
remember specifically. But just the whole idea of
working with number facts per say. It all seemed to
work out pretty well. Ah, definitely text book based
mathematics programs where you just went through
the book and you practiced and practiced until you
got better.

Carolyn:

Is that your favorite subject?

Joe:

Not really ... I really like all aspects of [teaching],
I just like to learn.

Some research findings (Seewald & Engel, 1979; Mills, Ablard, & Strumph, 1993) indicated
that boys did better in math than girls possibly because boys received better instruction. All of the
elementary teachers interviewed said that they did well in all subjects. All elementary teachers have to be
able to teach all subjects. However, Gina was particularly interested in English, especially, in literature.
Joe liked all subjects but had special memories of math work. Is this a result of gender socialization? Was
Joe encouraged more in math because he was a male? Was Gina encouraged more in English because she
was a female. It’s unclear from the interviews. Gina questions whether her lack of interest in math “was
a way of defying my father.” But then recalls that his general lack of involvement in his children’s school
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work would have rendered this type of rebellion useless. For Gina, a stronger influence seems to have
come from her mother whose intense interest in reading and writing was always present.
Both Audrey and Gina had elementary school memories that involved ‘girl’ perceptions and
behaviors. They are centered on appearance and ‘good girl’ activities. Findings from studies (Irvine,
1986; Sadker & Sadker, 1994) indicate that teachers expect female students to be helpful and well
behaved. Gina remembers her first grade teacher’s clothes and her positive reaction to her already learned
skills.
My first school experience was with Mrs. T. And I just remember her being tall,
slender, and wearing very pretty clothes, I thought. And, I could read when I went to
school. I had done a book of math because my aunt was a first grade teacher so she had
given my mother materials to keep me busy on rainy days ... so Mrs. T just thought I
had a ‘halo’ around my head.
Another of Gina’s memories of school experiences included the chance to be a leader and to wear a
pretty dress.
And I remember there was some program we did. We had little costumes, green and
white striped dresses ... And I got the measles or the chicken pox. I was supposed to
be the one who led the class out onto the stage. I just refused to believe those bumps
were ... [laugh] ... 1 couldn’t believe that the show would go on without me. It
wasn’t funny. I was disappointed ... not to get to wear that green dress.
Audrey’s memory of her favorite teacher involved doing what one researcher described as “trusted
lieutenant duties” (Best, 1983). Girls were found to fight for the privilege of helping the teacher (Grant,
1983).

1 remember I had one teacher. There were a lot of teachers, but Mrs. Tucker, my third
grade teacher, was my favorite because she use to let me wash her cup out [laugh]. Oh,
I loved that.
A few times when I asked Joe questions about school experiences, he would answer briefly and
then begin to describe after-school ‘boy’ activities.
Carolyn:

Did you have to get good grades?

Joe:

Well, I did as was expected. 1 mean, we just sort of
assumed it happened and it did so it was never a
topic of conversation ... Ah, but I had a really rich
outside of school ... cub scouts, boy scouts,
playing on the athletic teams, ... building forts.
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However, later in the interview when he shifted from talking about the different classroom experiences
he had to describing church centered activities, i.e., volleyball, singing in the chorus, acting in plays, it
became apparent that these memories had more than a gender component. They brought back a strong
sense of comfortable social gatherings.
The church became very central in our family’s life. But with a sort of open,
Midwestern way. Well, you didn’t just go to church meetings and midweek meetings.
You became a member of the church. You went to little camps ... We played
volleyball with the church. We put on plays. You went to all kinds of singing things,
chorus stuff.
Finally, Gina was the only teacher to describe aggressive behavior. She talked about her younger
brothers: “And sometimes the boys would walk through the kitchen and reach in the refrigerator and get
an egg, go outside and, POW!” However, she was careful to include her part in these activities. They had
“down and out wrestling and gang battles” of which she was a part.
“Well, I think, because girls mature more rapidly than boys, I felt that I had an edge up until about the
teen years when they physically got bigger than I was.”
Gina who described herself as an excellent student recalled memories of pretty dresses, being a
good student, and rebellious behavior. Although Gina got into trouble, it was for less aggressive behavior
than that of her brothers. In second grade, she and her “gang” of three during recess went to a section of
the building that was off-limits because it was under the boys’ bathroom. The boys would lean out the
window and tease them. In her first year of college at a very strict school she rebelled against the rules: “1
didn’t get into major trouble or anything, but I was elected to the judicial board immediately because I’d
broken more rules then anyone in the school.”
These were the only childhood experiences related by the four teachers that had any connection
to the research findings described in Chapter I. Although they do contain aspects of gender role
socialization, examined in context of what they were discussing the gender aspects do not seem to be
very significant for the teachers. Because the gender roles and career choices of the teachers and their
family members appear to reflect gender influences and because their descriptions of their childhood
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through adult years contain few direct references to gender and culture, the next section will focus on
examining excerpts that indicate whether or not the teachers have an awareness of the impact of culture.
Cultural Awareness
Only one of the teachers, Audrey, spoke directly about the impact of socially defined gender
roles. Because Audrey concentrated on gender and multicultural issues in her undergraduate and graduate
programs, when she was talking about her children, I asked if she saw any of these issues affecting her
children. Since her children have been involved with people of other cultures through their religion, have
friends from different cultures, and have traveled a great deal, cultural issues have not been a problem.
However, she felt that gender issues were more of a problem.
Carolyn:

Do you see any of the ... multicultural or gender
stuff played out with your kids in terms of what
they want or how they act?

Audrey:

They almost take for granted that this is the way
that it should be. You know, they don’t sit around
having discussions about ... [having] different
people in different cultures in our lives ... that’s
what they do have in their lives. So I’m happy
about that... I think that the issue of the men and
women thing is more of an issue for them ...
because there is so much in society that is unfair in
terms of men and women. It’s so obvious. You
can’t not see [and] you can’t not know that there is
inequity and that there are things that are not fair in
this society. So they have to see that. They have to
deal with that.

Carolyn:

How have they seen it?

Audrey:

Well, for example, my daughter was playing
basketball in fourth grade and the boys wouldn’t
pass her a basketball because she was a girl...
[When] she ... [was] looking up ... advertising
... on the computer, she said, “wait a minute!”
She said, “Men can make this much and women
can make this much? What’s up here? Aren’t we
doing the same job?”

Although she did not talk specifically in this interview about how culture influenced her life,
when Gina was describing her parents, she suddenly became aware of the difference between how she
was raised and how she had raised her children.
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Mother’s job was stay-at-home-mother. She was always there when we got home at
3:00. So that was one thing I look back now and see is very different from the way my
husband and I raised our family. Urn, but that was maybe more typical of that day.
For Mary and Joe, experiences concerning racial differences were significant. The only time that
Mary mentioned gender as a deciding factor was during her discussion of why she was not going to take
education courses in college. However, she talked a great deal about her first experience with racial
segregation. Mary described her first encounter with racism when she and her two friends arrived at the
airport in South Africa and had to have their baggage carried to overnight accommodations.
Now we had been traveling for three weeks and we had all that we were going
to need until our trunks arrived ... Whoever was helping us was very nice and called a
porter over to help us. So there was this young African fellow, 12- or 13-years old. And
also there was a White young fellow. The White fellow picked up one small bag and
this African child picked up two huge suitcases and the White official said, “You take
all of those.” We were amazed because ... we probably had about six bags.
So then you’re in a [dilemma] because this is your first encounter, really, with
racism. So what do you do? Do you step up and say, “Oh, no. We’ll take these.” And
they put you [back] on the plane ... So we opted to keep our mouth shut. But as soon
as we got around the comer, out of the sight of the official, we told him to put down a
couple of the bags.
Mary and her friends also began to have parties on the weekends. All the staff were invited.
Until that time everyone had been segregated not only by race, but also within races. The White staff did
not mix with some of the other White staff. Within the Black South African communities there was
segregation. These parties gave all the teachers, nuns, and handymen a chance to gather together.
Occasionally they would go out to dinner in the city.
We could literally get there together in the same car, but then you couldn’t find a place
to go together [to eat]. After six months we finally found one restaurant that would
serve us as a mixed group, a mixed racial group. I can remember the woman, the owner,
of the restaurant... We asked if she would serve a mixed racial group. She said, “If
you eat our food here, we’ll serve you.”
Although Joe did not discuss gender as an influencing factor in his choice of a career, he
indicated that he was aware of what it meant to be a member of a White, upper-middle class family.
However, as a result of his time in the Peace Corps, Joe, like Mary, experienced what it meant to be a
White person living in a poor Black community. He spoke of some of his learning which began during
his training “in the ghetto in San Diego.”
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I was White and everybody around me was Black and angry at the Whites. It was an
important experience in my life ... It was equally so when I was in Jamaica and I was
in a meeting and it was a boring meeting ... I just couldn’t just get up and leave. I was
realized I was the sole White person in this meeting of about 100 Black people. If the
one White guy got up and walked out, you would be noticed.
Joe’s sensitivity to the negative impact that White people could have and had on the Black
members of poor Jamaican communities was also seen in his discussion of his experience as a Peace
Corps volunteer.
I could see that the people working with classes of 60 children ... had only a junior
high education themselves. I was seeing that the lighter skin you were the closer in
front of the classroom you sat. Whether or not you passed the exam decided for the rest
of your life whether you went to either secondary school or to a trade school. I lived on
the edge of a sugar cane plantation. [There] was a hill in the middle of it. As you went
up the hill it would get whiter and whiter until [you reached] the Dutch owners [who]
lived on the very top of this spiral road.
Although none of the teachers specifically referred to how gender influenced their choice to
become elementary teachers, there is evidence that all four of the teachers were aware of how culturally
defined standards can influence behavior and thinking. Issues of gender, race, and class were discussed
in relation to their various experiences. In the next chapter when they talk about their teaching there are
further examples of cultural awareness.
Summary
There was evidence throughout the conversations of Mary, Gina, Audrey, and Joe, that they
possessed culturally explicit and tacit knowledge of gender role characteristics. There were definite
connections between cultural “appropriateness” and gender roles and career choices. These connections
were clearest in the teachers’ descriptions of their parents’ roles and jobs. Although the three female
teachers selected a “female” career, the connection between gender and job choice became less clear as
they discussed the reasons and the paths that led them to elementary teaching. In addition, when the
qualities that define teaching as a “female” activity were explored, they were qualities that male teachers
could possess as well as female teachers.
Even many of the childhood memories of the teachers that seemed to back up some of the
research findings on girls and boys in the classroom, upon examination, were not clear indications of
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gender “appropriateness.” Those that were, i.e., Gina and Mary remembering the pretty clothes of their
teacher, did not appear to have any particular significance to the teacher recounting them.
All four teachers did show a sensitivity to cultural issues. However, for Mary, Joe, and Audrey it
was the social change programs of the 1960's that gave them the experiences in which they learned about
cultural influences in a real way. Just as their parents were affected by the standards of the 1950's, they
were affected by the changes of the 1960's.
The more consideration that was given to the connections between gender appropriateness and
individual behavior and perceptions that appeared throughout this set of interviews in relation to the
individual teachers thoughts and discussion, the more complex the picture became. Reflections of culture
did appear both explicitly and tacitly in the teachers’ lives but it was only one layer. Underneath were
individual experiences, values, motivations, and commitments.
In the next chapter the teachers talk about their teaching styles, their students, and their
classroom experiences. They describe and discuss the academic skills and social behaviors of some of
their female and male students. In general, in these interviews gender issues are brought up more
frequently and reported in greater detail by the teachers than in their first interviews.
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CHAPTER VI
ANALYSIS OF THE TEACHERS’ DISCUSSIONS
ON THEIR CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

The second set of interviews with the teachers was focused on their teaching and their
perceptions of their students. As the conversation progressed, each teacher became more and more
enthusiastic in describing teaching philosophies, teaching methods, and students. It was obvious that they
loved what they were doing. They showed teaching materials and gave tours of student projects. It was
easy to get caught up in their enthusiasm. Direct and indirect references to gender appeared much more
frequently in their discussions than they had in the previous set of interviews on their backgrounds. In
this chapter there will be an examination and discussion of how each of the four teachers described their
approaches to learning activities, how they dealt with student behavior, and how they designed their
curriculum.
The first part of the analysis will focus on how the teachers responded to the request, “Tell me
about your best students and your most difficult students.” It was in their descriptions of their female and
male students’ academic achievements and classroom behavior that similarities to the research findings in
Chapter I appeared. In some instances, like those in the previous chapter, they took on a different
meaning when the context of the interview was considered.
The second part of the analysis will focus on the teachers’ responses to questions on what
facilitates learning and what interferes with learning in their classrooms. In this section of the interviews
they talked about the various ways that gender and other cultural issues were or were not a part of the
classroom experience. There were a several positions taken by the teachers. Gina and Audrey openly
discussed gender and other cultural issues with their students. Mary and Joe felt that being female or
being male did not play a significant role in learning. Although Joe made few direct references to the
impact of gender on student learning and student behavior, his descriptions of classroom activities were
filled with examples of gender equity.
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Their Best Students and Their Most Difficult Students
Among the four teachers there were several grade levels and types of classroom organization
represented. Gina taught 20 fifth- and sixth-graders in her combination classroom. Mary had 18 students
in her second-grade classroom. She had taught these same students the previous year when they were in
first grade. Audrey was part of a second-grade team which consisted of three teachers and two student
teachers working in a large classroom with 65 students. Joe’s more traditional fourth-grade classroom
contained 20 students.
Gina’s combination 5th and 6th grade classroom was large and filled with books and various
projects. Multicultural themes were present everywhere. There were large portraits of African Americans
on the wall and African mirrors carved by a Black sculptor from the area. These art works and a video of
gospel music made by a local historian were the result of an artist’s grant. Gina described her students as
“much too homogeneous” racially and ethnically. At the time of the interview she had one Asian student.
The rest were White. However, her students came from families ranging from low to upper
socioeconomic levels. She had one student who had two mothers and several “Christian right kids.” Twothirds of her students were boys. Gina felt that she was still adjusting to the wide range of skill levels
among her students.
Gina was asked to describe her best students. She answered by saying that she was thinking
about a boy and a girl who were working on the class project concerning explorers. She saw them as
“independent, self-motivated, well-organized, and extremely good readers [with] kind of mental construct
where they can read information and ... [at the same time] know how they’re going to use it.” Gina’s
response corresponded to the findings from studies that showed that gender was not a significant
influence on elementary teachers’ perception of student competence (Hoge & Butcher, 1984).
Still thinking about the explorer project, Gina described her most difficult students, two boys in
the fifth grade. Because they were unable to sit still long enough to read by themselves, they needed to
have someone read to them so that they could write notes on what was being said. Neither child was
diagnosed with hyperactivity. Was this an example of a teacher responding to male students’ aggressive
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behavior by giving them more feedback as was observed in studies on elementary classrooms [see Sadker
& Sadker, 1994]? This did not appear to be what was happening. I understood Gina to be describing two
students who had problems learning which necessitated a one-to-one approach.
They work fast if there is an adult there who’s reading aloud to them the section they
need to know ... They’ve got the pencil positioned and the blue card ready. They say,
“oh, he [the explorer] came from a wealthy family.” They write down “wealthy family.”
They need step-by-step help ... all along the way.
Later in the interview when Gina was explaining her perspective on whether gender made a
difference in math skills, she pointed out that her best math students last year were a girl and a boy who
scored in the 99.9 percentile on the state tests. Her assessment of the particular skills which accounted for
their achievements in math corresponded to the findings of some of the studies in Chapter I in which
elementary teachers attributed technical or computational skills in math to girls and problem-solving
skills to boys (Mills, Ablard, & Strumpf, 1993; Shepardson & Pizzini, 1991). Gina said:
The boy was a little more intuitive. The girl was exact, thorough, and precise. She
could beat the pants off many in tests that [required] accuracy. But he might take the
next leap ... knowing what the right answers are going to be.
It is difficult to determine from these few examples whether or not gender influences are biasing
Gina’s perceptions of the behavior and academic abilities of her female and male students. She was
aware of the current research on gender and math which indicates that girls do not do as well in these
subjects when they enter the higher grades. She did not attribute this change in academic ability to the
idea that the girls have a less positive learning experience than boys and, as a result, feel less competent
in these subjects (Sadker & Sadker, 1994).
It [math anxiety] has to do with something that happens in Junior High. About wanting,
I don’t know, wanting the boys’ attention or acting demure, falsely demure. My girls
are straight out hand-in-the-air, waving their hand ... And I tell them, “Stay that
enthusiastic. Stay that aggressive. You don’t know the answer? Put your hand up and
say, I don’t get it. Would you do that again?”
Gina feels that math is so sequential that they need to get it today or they will be lost tomorrow. She said
that she talks openly to her students about gender and math because she feels that math anxiety should
not be there when kids enter middle school.
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I’m a believer that, if you know that this is something you might encounter ahead of
time, you can look at yourself and check yourself in doing it. So I think that the girls
need to be enabled into seeing into themselves and recognizing in each other that this
behavior may start. If they recognize it as something different than they have done in
the past then they need to self-correct it.
In contrast to Gina’s descriptions of her active 5th and 6th graders with a range of skill levels,

Mary’s descriptions of her 2nd graders portrayed students who were at ease with their teacher and each
other since this was their second year together. Since I interviewed Mary in her home, I did not get a
chance to see her classroom. She did, however, show me some of the books she used with her students.
The female and male characters appeared to represent a variety of racial and ethnic cultures. Whereas
much of Gina’s, Audrey’s, and Joe’s interviews were filled with examples of attention to gender
awareness and cultural issues, Mary seldom used a female or male pronoun when discussing her students.
She referred to them as “the kids,” “the kid,” or “the child.” The following excerpt is an example:
I usually feature an author of the month and the kids will concentrate on books by a
particular author which is wonderful because the kids become very familiar with certain
authors. A couple of years ago one of the parents said that they were going someplace
and there was this picture. The little 7-year-old said, “Oh, that picture is done by Eric
Carle.” You can’t imagine how impressed the mother was that the kid was familiar with
different styles.
Mary began her discussion on her best students by pointing out that, in the past, she has had
some students who excelled in all subjects. However, the students that she has presently generally done
better in some subjects than in others. “For example, I have a boy who happens to be excellent in math . .
. He hated to write so, in that one area, I had to push him. Not that he was not capable of doing it.” Later
she mentioned that she had a couple of other students who were excellent in creative writing and in
reading. Mary believed that writing and reading skills tended to go together. Feeling like I may have
discovered a gender theme, I asked, “Are these boys or girls?” Mary paused to think, then said, “Well, I
have both. I have two children that happen to come to mind right away as being very talented. One is a
boy. One is a girl.” The next question was directly related to gender.
Carolyn:

So it [gender] doesn’t make any difference?
Sometimes you hear that it’s mostly girls who excel
in reading and writing and boys excel in math.
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Mary:

That s not necessarily true. It’s not necessarily true
... in the primary grades because, I think, all of
our kids love math, girls as well as boys. But that’s
because we start with manipulatives [objects that
children can touch and manipulate] so children
don’t develop a fear of math. The kids have been
introduced to multiplication and division. We’re
doing fractions now. Very basic. It’s all done with
hands on things [teddy bears, astronauts, cubes,
airplanes] so it’s not scary for them.

Rather than describing difficult students, Mary talked about students who had difficulties in the
classroom because they were shy. One was so shy he cried every day that he was in kindergarten.
Another “just came back this year with a smile on her face because she knew it was the same room [and]
the same teacher. She knew the rules. This child has really blossomed.”
Audrey and Mary both teach second-grade students. Mary’s approach to teaching, as portrayed
in her discussion, was to use methods that helped her students understand concepts and to feel confident
as learners. Little attention was given to gender differences. Audrey, who incorporated much information
about gender and race into her teaching, also saw little difference between girls and boys in academic
ability.
Audrey’s large classroom space which allowed a team of teachers to work with all of the
second-grade students in her school was filled with student projects, shelves of books, and compartments
for student materials. On one wall were student self-portraits which were done with cardboard that came
in “people shades.” And from my observation, her students came in a variety of shades. Audrey who
described at length her approach to teaching, which included discussions on race and gender issues, had
little to say about her best students. She simply answered, “It would be hard for me to say ... because
there are some kids that do well in some things and some kids that do well in other things.” She then went
on to explain how the students work in teams.
When Audrey was asked whether there were any specific kids or groups of kids that had
behavioral problems in her classroom, she answered, “ I think it’s sporadic.” Different kids act out at
different times. She did use the example of a little boy to describe how problems are handled by the
teachers and students. Some studies discussed in Chapter I did indicate that boys were more aggressive in
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the classroom (Sadker & Sadker, 1994). In Audrey’s example, however, gender was not the issue.
Because the little boy’s mom was working in another part of the state where they were to move, he
seldom saw her. He was reacting to all the changes in his life by causing problems. Finally, after “saying
some really hurtful things” to the other students, he went before the “kids’ court.” Audrey explained why
he was acting the way he was and the jury “decided he would have to talk to the principal and lose a
week of recess.

She feels that this way of handling behavioral problems is very effective and very

empowering.
They [the jury] ask great questions, and that’s what their role is: “Did you know what
you were doing? Did you know the rules? Do you think that you hurt somebody?”
•

Sadker and Sadker (1994) in their observations of elementary teachers found that boys called
out eight times more often than girls in their classrooms. From the description Audrey gave of her
students, it appeared that the girls were the more verbally aggressive ones. This, however, was not
considered to be problem behavior.
One of her favorite classroom activities is the Friday chat. With the lights off and the doors
closed in her room [sliding partitions divide three classroom spaces], she and her students talk about the
week. “What made this week good. I share what was great for me and what was frustrating for me and
they share what was great for them and frustrating for them.” They also open up their suggestion box and
discuss what anonymous students have written. In response to being asked if the boys dominated the
conversation, Audrey replied,
If anybody was to dominate this year, believe me, it would be the girls ... if given the
opportunity. If you came in here during the day and said to this group, “who are the
kids that you think run this classroom or could run this classroom?” I promise you the
top three would be girls ... I happen to have this group of girls who are very
opinionated and say what they have to say.
Earlier in the interview Audrey described the girls who are so assertive in class reacting in a very
traditional gender manner in the playground:
The girls this year are strong ... They’ve got mouths. They’ve got minds. They don’t
hold anything back. They will say in a minute what they think ... Still you go outside
and there is a group of girls and there is a group of boys ... Well, they look at those
teams that they see on TV and they listen to what we’re saying [about girls being able
to play with the boys] and they’re saying something isn’t right. I’ve had many
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discussions with groups of children [who say] “we buy what you’re saying. We
understand what you’re saying. We’ll play with your girls but if I turn on the TV, I
don’t see Michael Jordon with Rebecca Lobo.” They also see the sixth-grade boys
playing and not including the girls.
In their longitudinal study of girls from 7 to 18 years of age. Brown and Gilligan (1992) found
that the younger girls expressed their opinions and feelings with little concern about how they were
viewed. As they grew older, they became more reluctant to talk about what was on their minds and much
more sensitive to how they would be perceived by others. Audrey’s young female students were openly
assertive and both her female and male students were aware of cultural gender influences. At the same
time they were also involved in “appropriate” gender role behavior in the playground. This was an
interesting example of the strength of process of female and male social learning.
Joe’s fourth-grade students were two years older than those in Mary’s and Audrey’s classes. If
the pattern observed by Brown and Gilligan was followed, his female students should have been less
assertive. There was no indication of this in his discussion. Joe, like Mary, focused on the learning
process with little direct attention to gender influences.
The private school where Joe taught had finished classes for the year. Joe was in the process of
cleaning up his room. Like the other classrooms, his was cluttered with school materials and student
projects. In his fourth-grade class, he had 10 girls and 10 boys who were described as “ very much White
kids, upper middle-class White kids.” People with upwardly mobile expectations sent their kids to this
school so that they can get a very good education and access to good career opportunities. This was a
“very prestigious place to be.” From his school the students went on to other private secondary schools.
As mentioned previously, most of the time Mary did not use gender pronouns when discussing
her students. In contrast, Joe not only used gender pronouns, when he was talking about students in
general, he used both the female and male designations, e.g., his or her, he or she. For example, because
reading and understanding poetry is a basic part of fourth-grade curriculum, Joe’s students write various
styles of poetry. “In this process they’ve learned how that particular poet expressed herself or himself.'''
In the rainforest project, his students described animals to a third-grade class in the school: “each person
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takes his or her flashlight and spotlights her animal and then reads about [it].” He did not hesitate before
using these designations. They were a natural part of his conversation.
It was difficult getting Joe to focus on the question about his best and most difficult students.
First, he answered by describing in length how the tutoring support network was used by the students to
help them with any academic problems. He was excited about this system because “it makes my job a lot
richer in terms of the breadth of the curriculum ... because someone can choose Zimbabwe [to do a
report on] and I know they can find the information and put it together.” Joe’s focus was on the teachinglearning process. Finally, after a number of attempts to go back to the question on good and difficult
students, he said, “There are boys that are all over the continuum and there are girls that are all over the
continuum.” He felt that gender issues and learning were less pronounced in his school because the
students “have bought into school” [come into class ready and willing to learn] and “value education.”
Their parents, who may be teachers, professors, doctors, or lawyers, value books and reading and take an
active part in their children’s education.
Joe’s school seems to have confronted the issue of gender equity in prior years. He described the
school as having “a really well-developed curriculum.” In his class “everybody learns to play chess so
that both boys and girls have an equal opportunity. I don’t care whether they all want to be chess players,
but that they’re exposed. It’s not just an all boys’ thing.”
All four teachers described female and male students as their best students. They also felt that it
was rare to have students who excelled in all subjects. In their classrooms, some of their students did
better in some areas than in others. They did not perceive gender to be an influence on academic ability
or behavioral problems. Their most difficult students were those who had problems learning, who were
shy, or who had issues going on in their families. There were a few similarities to the research findings in
Chapter I. Because only one or two students were involved, it was impossible to determine any
significance.
Although there is some continuity between the research findings in Chapter I and Chapter II
and the teacher’s discussions of their best and most difficult students, it was in the interview material in
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which they talked about classroom activities that they had the most open discussions about gender and
other cultural issues. Each teacher put a different degree of emphasis on these issues and had her or his
own approach to incorporating or not incorporating them into the classroom.

Gender and Cultural Issues in the Classroom
The research examined in Chapter I is concerned with the behavior of teachers and female and
male students and with the perception of gender differences in the elementary classroom. Social learning
theory, which provides the basis for much of this research, views gender development as a process
through which a child continually receives cues and rewards for appropriate gender behavior (Coon,
1995). What happens to this process when social cues and rewards change? Audrey rewarded her female
students for their assertiveness. The male students saw more girls than boys being assertive and being
leaders. Boys were not the only ones receiving implicit cues or messages that assertive, leadership
behavior was expected of them. All of the teachers interviewed in some way presented their students with
situations in which “traditional” gender behavior was not reinforced. This information came out in their
discussions of what went on in their classrooms.
To initiate discussion on classroom activities, each teacher was asked to talk about what they felt
facilitated learning or interfered with it. The teachers described specific learning activities, teaching
methods, teaching philosophies, and various approaches to handling student problems. Gina and Audrey
spoke at length about the ways they approached cultural issues with their students. They described open
discussions about gender, race, and, in Gina’s case, sexual orientation. Some of these discussions arose
from academic subject matter and some from student behaviors. Others were started by the teachers
because they felt the issues were an important part of learning.
Gender concerns were given little direct attention in Mary’s and Joe’s discussions. The primary
theme of Mary’s interview seemed to be on enhancing learning by making the child feel good about
herself or himself, secure in her classroom, and competent as a learner. Joe emphasized the importance of
creating a classroom climate in which students felt challenged and excited about learning. Incorporated
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into his curriculum were methods of helping students deal with personal issues as well as getting
involved in social issues, such as environmental problems.
Gina tried to break down cultural myths in her curriculum. In illustrating how she handled a
classroom of 5th and 6th grade students with a range of academic abilities, she described a unit on early
explorers. Although her students would like them to be heroes, they are asked to discover what
weaknesses their explorer possessed, what obstacles he had to overcome, and for what actions was he
criticized.
Vasco DeGama, in order to convince the sultan of India that he had to open a trade
route with him, chopped off the hands and heads and feet of fishermen in the port and
sent a basket of body parts to this sultan with a note, “make yourself a curry.” [He did
this] to show that there was no level of viciousness that he wasn’t willing to go ...
She was very conscious of the exclusion of women in the history of the time of the early explorers. To
“balance the fact [that] these [explorers] were all men”she explained what women were doing at that
time.
The gender stuff I just lay straight out to them, about girls not being able to go to
school at that time unless they were from wealthy families and had tutors, about their
marrying at very early ages, and that biology was destiny. You had children until your
body stopped having children and so you were at home, homemaking, cleaning,
washing ... There were a few women who were pirates who rebelled against this type
of life and took up the life of piracy but they had to disguise themselves [as men] in
order to get away with it... Champlain married a girl who was 12 years old and he
was 40 something. [The kids] think it’s outrageous and feel lucky they were bom now.
Later in the school year, Gina has her students involved in a unit on the “biography of famous women to
balance out this history against her story.”
In addition to incorporating gender and cultural issues into her curriculum, Gina gave me an
example of how she handles student conflicts that arise around cultural issues. She described one incident
involving her student who had lesbian parents.
Gina:

There was one incident earlier in the year where
she [the student with two mothers] and one other
student, a boy, got into a real fight on the
playground, shoving, pushing which rarely happens
at our school. He said something to her, like
“lesbo” ... I went over to deal with it. I later dealt
with him. I said, “You know how we’ve worked on
intolerance in this classroom ... You have to find a
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way to apologize to her. And I mean a sincere one.
Find a private moment and tell her that you didn’t
mean to use that word, that you lost your head,
that’s not something you would ever say again.”
Carolyn:

Did he?

Gina

I can be fairly dramatic and scary, [laugh] Never
did it again.

Carolyn:

Did he apologize to her?

Gina:

He did indeed! I checked with [both of them].
Perhaps in his home there might be some
intolerance to alternative lifestyles. I want [my
students] to know that [intolerance] is not
acceptable.

When her students exhibit “intolerant” behavior, e.g., boys harassing girls, Gina explains that this type of
behavior becomes sexual harassment and can result in losing a job. She feels that it is important to put
unacceptable behavior in the playground in a larger social context.
Feminist researchers, Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule (1986), in their interviews with
women found that there were some women who saw themselves as unable to learn, as mindless, and
others who only felt capable of taking in what they were told and not of creating their own knowledge.
Whereas Gina brought a cultural consciousness into her descriptions of her teaching, Mary’s
conversation was focused on helping young children become competent, confident learners. Her
philosophy of teaching was to provide her students, female and male, with the tools that helped them
understand their subjects and a classroom environment that encouraged them to express themselves.
“Teaching is rewarding when children feel comfortable and secure when they’re [in the classroom].”
This theme was also evident in Mary’s explanation of why the school has the first-graders move
into the second-grade with the same teacher.
There are real benefits because rather than spending that whole first month doing
assessments and evaluations, you pretty much know where the kids are ... It’s also
very good with the more challenging students, whether academically, emotionally, or
socially because you know them fairly well. So you don’t have to sort out what is real
baggage for the child. You know the emotional issues. They know you, what your
limits are. You know how much you can push them, when to back off. They’re very
comfortable with the rules and standards in the classroom.
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Literature is a very important part of all the teachers’ curriculum. Once a month Mary’s students
pick a story that they wrote that they liked best and Mary publishes it [writes it on the computer and binds
it]. The primary grades then have a tea which Mary described as a semiformal gathering of parents and
friends. The child reading her or his work sits in a chair in front of the audience. Mary said that “for kids
to get up and be able to share [their writing] not only with their peers but with adults develops a lot of
self-confidence.” The children feel very good presenting their works.
When asked what was significant about her classroom, Mary answered, “the respect the children
have for one another.” In her class she has one little boy with a form of autism. He has difficulty
speaking so that he can be understood. She has taught her students that he doesn’t learn the “same as you
do but learns in a different way” and that he has strengths. The students pick up the teacher’s attitude.
“Something bizarre could happen during some activity and the other kids just go on.”
In our first interview Mary talked about how important it was for her that teachers really care
about their students. This theme was repeated in our second interview. She told me that her school has an
excellent reputation. When asked if its reputation was justified, she answered,
I think it really does. It’s a very caring staff. The decisions made about the children are
not entirely based on finances, although that has to come into consideration. We’re a
small system so it sometimes is a struggle. But a teacher can fight and parents can fight
and the child gets what the child deserves.
Mary also felt that she could learn from her students. She described an incident in which one of
her students taught her to be a better teacher:
I remember a number of years ago teaching a ... combination class [of] 1st and 2nd
graders. I was doing multiplication mostly with the second-graders but I had some firstgraders [who] were really advanced doing multiplication along with the second-graders.
I had one first-grader whip out math sheet after math sheet.
When these first-grade students were in second grade, she began teaching multiplication to them
by going back to using manipulatives [e.g., 3 sets of 2 balls]. The boy who “whipped out math sheet after
math sheet” told her that this was the first time he understood what he was doing.
Mary:

This was really an awakening for me because he
was getting all the right answers in the first grade
but it wasn’t until he went back to actually building
them that it really sunk in.
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Carolyn:

Oh, that it sunk in?

Mary:

This is what it means: I can do the operation but he
never really understood what he was doing ...
Sometimes with kids who were very good I’d skip a
lot of that hands-ons stage with them because they
appeared to know what they were doing. And I
never skip it now.

Mary feels that for a teacher who has been teaching a long time to be effective, “You have to
love it and enjoy it.” With each new group she still gets enthusiastic, “It’s still fun for me.” This same
enthusiasm for teaching came across in Audrey’s discussion of her teaching and her students. She, too,
felt it was important to create a classroom experience in which the students felt comfortable and capable.
Tests revealed that Audrey and her team teachers had a very bright second-grade class, a “pretty
incredible group of children.” They were told in the beginning “we’re so excited that you’re here ...
because we found out that you are extremely bright. So we’re going to design a second-grade classroom
so that you’ll be challenged in this year.” She explained that, even with classes that are not as gifted as
this one, the students are treated as if they are smart. This approach is based on studies that the teachers
read that indicated, if you tell a child that she or he is dumb, that child will believe it. Tell them they’re
smart and, eventually, they will believe it.
Audrey’s second-graders, like Mary’s, are encouraged to feel competent and to be creative. For
one project the students had to read a book of their choice and then present the information from that
book to the class in a creative way. “We made sure they knew we wanted them to take our breath away
with the projects.” Before they began, the students were taken on a tour of the whole school to show
them all the different ways that they can present information, e.g. performing plays, creating clay figures,
building something. They could choose to work in groups, with a partner, or by themselves. Audrey said
that there were children whose second language was English working with kids who traveled the world.
Like Gina, Audrey is very open about gender and cultural issues. Her students are from Russia,
San Salvador, El Salvador, Puerto Rico, Colombia, Jamaica, India, Sri Lanka. She also has Asian
American and African American students. She talks openly to her students about her differences as an
African American. She sees these students from many cultures as children who have ‘lots to share and
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lots to give. In discussions, after she asks her students how they feel about an event or an issue, Audrey
explains how she, as an African American, feels about it and then poses the question: “Does my cultural
background, does what I am, have anything to do with the way I’m thinking?”
Multicultural crayons are available so they can draw themselves with their skin color. Audrey
facilitates discussions in which the students talk openly about their different skin colors, their different
hair colors, and the different foods that they eat. Because they have been together since kindergarten,
they are very accepting of each other. She feels that the next step is for the teacher to begin to get the
students to talk about how much they are all alike.
Audrey has found that her students often bring different cultural perspectives on gender. What is
appropriate gender behavior at home can be inappropriate gender behavior in the classroom.
A lot of times when you’re talking about kids coming from different cultures, different
cultures have different ways of thinking about gender. We have a big struggle with that.
“Well, this is not what my dad says.” “This is not the way we do it at home.” “What do
you mean you can’t hit back?” What do you mean girls should play baseball?”
Although she sometimes sees her students’ cultural background as limiting behavioral choices
for females and males, Audrey does not feel that her students are limiting their career choices because of
gender.
Audrey:

Kids in here often talk about what they want to do
and what they want to be. I haven’t heard many, or
any, children say, “You couldn’t or I couldn’t.”
They don’t seem to limit themselves.

Carolyn:

Any gender limiting at all?

Audrey:

No. we wrote to President Clinton about how
frustrated they are that people older than them can’t
see that men and women can be president. In fact,
the discussion was, at that time, how come no
women ran ... that’s so ridiculous. They just think
it’s comical because from where they are
everything is open to anybody.

Most of Audrey’s students work together either in groups or in pairs. In studies in which the
interaction of preschool girls and boys was observed, researchers found that boys were physically and
verbally more aggressive and that girls used styles that tended to include others (Cramer & Skidd, 1992;
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Hinde, Tamplin, & Barrett, 1993). There are biological theorists who feel that women are more skilled
communicators because of brain differences (Notman & Nedelson, 1991). I asked Audrey whether it was
easy for the boys to adapt to this cooperative learning approach.
This group is so much into sports. They see the benefit of a team effort... Michael
Jordan is good but what is he without a team? What makes him great is that he pulls the
team together. They buy that, no question. So it’s easy for us to do [cooperative
learning] with this group.
When asked the same question, Joe’s answer concurred with the research findings.
I think schooling is really set up much more for the girls’ approach to learning. It’s
much more words and talk and cooperation ... The boys being somewhat more
competitive, “you just give me the right answer and move on.” [However, these] ...
are all generalizations.
Throughout the interview, Joe continued to use female and male pronouns in describing student
learning activities. He also described, without any prompting from me, the sometimes non-traditional
choices students made in selecting their parts of a project. In the rainforest project Joe’s students selected
an animal that interested them. After they learned all about this animal of the Amazon, they presented
their information to their class and to the second-grade classes. They could choose gentle or vicious
animals. In discussing this project, Joe said:
Within that context [of the rainforest] I’ve seen both boys and girls make those sort of
choices [a gentle or a vicious animal] ... A number of children have been to the
Amazon. They really get around the world. I was thinking of one girl whose uncle had
sent her a stuffed piranha which she added [to the rain forest]. I think it’s some big
tourist item.
In his class, girls as well as boys selected aggressive or vicious animals and boys as well as girls
selected more gentle animals. Another example of a female student’s interest in a project that denoted an
aggressive activity came in Joe’s description of his class’s spring learning activity which had ancient
Rome as a theme. The students set up a type of “Roman Museum” in which they exhibited their particular
projects which were also scanned into the computer to create a view of the entire museum. I had some
difficulty grasping Joe’s description of how this occurred but it was clear how much flexibility his
students had in their choices. Girls and boys were not limited to traditional gender appropriate choices.
Joe:

I have one child here. She really wanted to do large
weapons, firing catapults.
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Carolyn:

Did she make one?

Joe:

Yes, a smaller version.

A great deal of this second interview included conversations which seemed to reflect a type of
gender blurring. The picture Joe portrayed of his class, through his choice of words and his descriptions,
was one in which girls and boys were participating equally in all learning activities. There was also the
sense that some of the girls in his class, like some of the girls in Audrey’s class, were not restricted by
certain social norms that define appropriate female behavior. Although Joe’s perspective indicated
attention to gender, when asked direct questions concerning gender influences, his answers were short.
He would quickly move onto other matters, particularly learning activities.
Carolyn:

So there is an awareness of gender as a whole?

Joe:

Very much so ... Everybody gets a chance to
dissect and rebuild a variety of rodent skeletons.
[This] will lead into [understanding] that, lo and
behold, a mole has a scapula and ulna and so do
people ... We go into the human body ... in the
fourth-grade [so] they already have the vocabulary
... because in the fifth- grade they’re going to be
doing more human growth change.

All the teachers interviewed felt that literature was an important part of their curriculum. They
all felt a responsibility to make their students feel comfortable and safe and to help their students handle
certain emotional problems when necessary. At times Joe used literature to help his students understand
emotional issues.
Carolyn:

What is it you like about reading out loud?

Joe:

Well, because you get to model. I really enjoy
reading books. You get to provide the children with
... books [you choose]. In really good situations
you can certainly see, depending on the group, a
certain amount of bibliotherapy that could really
help ... some of them work through a problem.

Carolyn:

Bibliotherapy?
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Joe:

Right. That’s a book as a therapeutic tool. It’s like,
if a parent is dying, ... you read a book where
people are really coming together [because] of a
chronic or fatal illness.

Just as Gina connected problems students had among themselves to larger cultural issues, Joe
used learning projects to bring an awareness of environmental issues to his students. In describing the
rain forest project, he said,

we are talking about something that is worrisome [decreasing size of the

rain forest] but we also work out ways that they can raise money to buy and protect an acre or two of rain
forest.”
When asked what he felt was the most important thing about teaching, Joe answered that “the
teacher really likes what he or she is doing because [teachers] really convey their feelings clearly [to their
students].” When I asked him what he liked about teaching, he gave me several reasons, all involving
learning projects.
Joe:

I really like projects a lot, ... teaching someone to play
chess ... or create a Roman simulation, ... to give a sense
of knowledge [different] from what you’re reading and what
you’re talking about.

Carolyn:

What is it about projects that you enjoy?

Joe:

I enjoy the fact [that] it lets 21 different people
choose 21 very different areas to explore.
Someone’s going to do something about Roman
coins. Someone’s going to do a Roman siege tower.
Someone else is going to show how Roman roads
are constructed. Someone else is going to do maps
[or] ... jewelry, hair styles or clothing.
[The students] know the human body. [They] know
about the world. [They] know about Romans and
where these words came from. They go out feeling
very empowered, ready for anything ... That’s my
job. And it’s part of what I like.

If, at the end of the school year when he was tired, cleaning up the classroom, and not feeling
well, his enthusiasm for his job was very obvious, it must be evident to his students. He clearly conveyed
his love of learning and enjoyment of the challenge of creating activities for his female and male students
that led them to an understanding of different levels of knowledge.
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Summary

There were some consistencies between the research findings discussed in Chapter I and
comments made by the teachers on the academic abilities of some of their students. One boy was
perceived by Gina to be a better problem-solver in math than a girl who was perceived to better at
computational skills. Gina and Audrey described boys whose aggressiveness caused problems in the
classroom. In their discussions, however, none of the teachers viewed gender as influencing the academic
ability of female and male students. Where there was problem behavior, it was attributed to changes in
the student’s life outside the classroom or to problems with learning. In designing and carry out their
curriculum, all four teachers took into consideration the academic needs and skill levels of their students
as well as the cultural environment in which they were raised.
Gina and Audrey gave examples of ways in which they confronted gender and other cultural
issues directly with their students. Mary and Joe did not indicate in their interviews that they openly
addressed these concerns in their classrooms. Did the fact that they both had a homogeneous group of
students affect their approach? Most of Mary’s second-graders were White and were from working- or
middle-class families. Most of Joe’s fourth-graders were White and were from upper-middle- or upperclass professional families. Gina’s and Audrey’s classrooms contained students from more diverse
backgrounds and lifestyles. Audrey, as a Black woman, consciously spoke about the influence of her race
on her thinking.
Although not all of the teachers addressed gender issues with their students, all of them did
break patterns that reinforced traditionally appropriate gender behavior. They described learning
environments that were empowering for girls as well as boys. Girls were given opportunities to be
aggressive, to choose interests that were traditionally male, to hear female and male pronouns and
adjectives given equal attention by the teacher, and to be leaders. Boys were given the opportunity to talk
about their problems, to understand how their behavior can hurt another person, and to work together in a
manner that involved stronger communication skills rather than stronger competitive ability.
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From the literature on gender and the analyses of the interviews, it is apparent that the issue of
gender in the elementary classroom is very complex. Biological influences, psychological processes, and
cultural reinforcements play a role in an individual’s gender development. Each teacher and each student
can be affected by all of these forces in various ways. In the conclusion, the knowledge gained from the
literature and the interviews will be summarized and discussed.
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CONCLUSION

All of the four teachers interviewed in this dissertation had been socialized into gender roles and
had developed their own gender identity through the years. In their interviews, however, they revealed
relatively little information that was similar to either the research findings examined in Chapter I or to the
theories explaining how gender differences occur in Chapter II. The strongest themes that emerged from
the data were seen in the ways that gender appeared in the thinking of the four teachers and in their
descriptions of classroom activity.
In the literature examined in Chapter I the researchers found that there were distinctions in the
ways that females and males in our society experienced their early years.1 Although the teachers
described the gender appropriate roles and behavior of their parents, they did not talk about the type of
little girl or little boy appropriate toys and play activities seen in the findings of studies. Nor did they
describe significant situations in which one or both of their parents related to them in ways that
reinforced female or male characteristics, e.g., encouraging the female teachers as children to be good
girls and the male teacher to be aggressive. There were a few instances in which parental behavior could
be seen as providing a social cue for female or male behavior. This will be discussed later.
Because the focus of the first interview was on gathering background information and not on
their childhood experiences, the four teachers presented information on their families. It would have been
difficult to talk about toys or play activities in this context. These interviews contained descriptions of
their parents, their siblings, their spouses, and their children. The childhood experiences that were
described generally concerned in-school and after-school memories since the teachers’ early educational
experiences were areas of focus.
The findings from studies on gender in elementary schools indicated that there were some
differences in teachers’ perceptions of female and male students’ behavior as well as in female and male

^ee Kramer, 1988; Ring, 1988; Streitmatter, 1994.
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students’ behavior.

A few of the teachers’ examples of student academic and social behavior were

consistent with the findings but, as indicated in Chapters V and VI, within the context of their
conversation they took on a different meaning.
In Chapter II, biological and psychological and social psychological theories offered various
ways to account for gender differences. Biological studies found variations in the hormones, genes, and
brains of women and men that some theorists believed accounted for all or a part of their behavioral
3

characteristics. Social learning theorists, whose concepts became the bases for the research in Chapter I,
proposed specific ways that individuals were socialized into appropriate gender behavior from infancy.

4

In psychological theories of gender development, the individual’s identity as a female or a male was
formed and reinforced through early relationships with parents, particularly with her or his mother.2 3 4 5
Female theorists in the field of psychology discovered that women, as a result of social and psychological
influences, approached learning and resolved moral issues in ways that were different from men.6
According to the biological, psychological, and cultural literature, gender development begins at
birth. The teachers were bom female or male, developed a psychological understanding of themselves as
girls and boys through their relationships with their parents, and received cultural messages from adults,
toys, and various forms of media. In the interviews, there were a few examples of possible cultural
messages or cues, as social psychologists describe them. As children, each of the four teachers were
given cues by those around them that initiated them into an understanding of what it meant to be girls and
boys, i.e., how to behave, what to play with, what careers to aspire to. Joe remembered the good times he
had playing sports as a child. He also remembered “listening to the ball games [on the radio] with my
father.” Was this a “social cue” signifying that it is gender appropriate for boys to like sports? Gina knew

2See Streitmatter, 1994; Sadker & Sadker, 1994; AAUW, 1992.
3See Brannon, 1996; Fausto-Sterling, 1985; Degler, 1990.
4See Unger & Crawford, 1996; Coon, 1995.
5See Chodorow, 1978; Berger, 1996; Brannon, 1996.
6See Gilligan, 1982; Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, & Tarule, 1986.
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her mother read and wrote stories “between 8:00 in the morning and 3:00 in the afternoon.” The
psychological literature describes female children as closely identifying with their mothers. Gina’s own
love of literature may have been a result of this identification.
The most prominent and intriguing themes concerned the ways that the teachers approached
gender issues and gender characteristics in their interviews. Sometimes they were implied in their
descriptions. At other times, although they were explicitly described, they were not identified as relating
to gender. There were also instances in their interviews where the teachers directly described examples of
how gender issues affected them or their students. Throughout their conversations on their students and
on their learning approaches, the teachers conveyed an understanding of gender issues.
In the discussions about their families and their childhood and educational experiences, three of
the teachers, Gina, Mary, and Joe, made minimal references to gender in spite of the fact that traditional
gender roles, career choices, and behavior were explicitly described. They all had stay-at-home mothers
and working fathers. Gina followed the female appropriate career choice of her mother and grandmother.
She described her brothers’ aggressive behavior and her interest in reading. Joe fondly recalled his
childhood involvement in athletics and his enjoyment of math in school. Mary’s mentor in college was a
female member of a religious order who introduced her to international caretaking, teaching the poor in
Africa. Although they were able to verbalize their knowledge of socially appropriate gender
characteristics, it seemed they had not reflected on, or thought about, this dynamic. These were examples
of the type of cultural knowledge that Spradley (1980) described as explicit.
Psychological development and social learning theories postulate that much of what individuals
learn about being female and being male in our society is internalized and not readily available to their
conscious awareness. When Gina, Mary, and Joe were asked to describe their families and their
educational experiences, they did so. It can be assumed that had gender been a significant factor in their
family life or educational experiences, it would have been given some attention in their conversations. In
the first interview, Audrey was considerably more open about the effects of gender, race, and class on her

7See Unger & Crawford, 1996; Coon, 1995; Brannon, 1996; Miller 1976.
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life and on the lives of those around her than were the other three teachers. She had to deal daily with the
effects of being Black, female, and poor.
When Gina, Mary, and Joe talked about why they choose their particular career, there was no
mention of teaching as an appropriate choice for women or a non-traditional choice for men. The cultural
knowledge in this instance was, as Spradley (1980) theorized, not only hidden from their view but also
outside of their conscious awareness. It was only evident to the researcher. What led Gina and Mary into
teaching was not a loudly heard cultural voice saying, “This is one of the few careers open to women.”
They loved school and learning and had a strong commitment to children. There were subtle cultural
messages, e.g., influences from female role models, a career that involved caretaking, a feminine
characteristic. As a White, upper-middle class male growing up in the 1950's and 1960's, Joe’s career
choices were unlimited. His path into teaching seemed to be influenced by some of the values and
idealism of the turbulent 1960's. He had a strong commitment to helping others and to making the world a
better place.
Audrey was the only teacher who discussed the impact of gender on her life. In her interview
cultural knowledge about gender and other social issues was described and acknowledged. She pursued
gender studies in her course work for her master’s degree in education. This certainly would have made
her more sensitive to the subject and its impact on her. Race and class were also issues that she
confronted regularly as a child. As an African American raised in poor families, the choice of becoming a
teacher, in her eyes, was not related to gender but to class. She dreamed of entering this profession but
believed it to be unavailable to members of her socioeconomic group.
Mary, and Joe also encountered race and class issues in their young adult years which they felt
increased their knowledge of these areas. Mary taught school in an impoverished area of South Africa.
Joe was in the Peace Corps. As a very young child in a North Carolina, Gina remembered being upset
because her favorite aunt wasn’t invited to another aunt’s wedding. When she questioned the adults, they
said, “Of course aunt Mary [isn’t] going. You know she’s Black.” However, the difference between
Audrey’s experiences and those of the other three teachers was that Audrey grew up directly affected by
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racism and classism. The other three teachers saw how other people were affected by racism and
classism.
As the teachers grew into adulthood, some of the messages about what was appropriate for
women and men changed. Women were gradually given more career options. Men were occasionally
seen crying in television shows. Attention in the field of education was given to the ways that girls and
boys experienced learning in the classroom. In studies girls were found to get less support from teachers
in math and science and to have interactions with teachers in ways that impaired learning.8
Gina described one boy as a good problem-solver in math and one girl as excelling in
computational skills in math. Does this mean that she saw boys as better problem-solvers than girls?
During the part of the interview in which Gina was discussing good students, these were only two
examples. Mary used a male student’s success in math to illustrate how she often learned from her
students. Gina discussed two boys who were aggressive but who had learning problems. Since these
examples fit the stereotypes of female and male behavior, it would be easy for some to generalize and
make assumptions on how the teacher viewed female and male students. However, if the context is
considered, the examples become much less clear.
In the second set of interviews all four teachers addressed issues of gender in the classroom in
different ways, some directly and some indirectly. Gina handled student conflicts involving sexism or life
style differences by clearly enforcing class rules on respect and by connecting them to larger social
issues. Audrey pointed out her different perspectives as a Black woman and engaged her students in
conversations about their differences. Gina and Audrey incorporated discussions on gender and other
cultural issues into classroom learning activities. Although there was less direct discussion by Mary and
Joe on cultural issues in the classroom, Mary chose books whose characters were female and male and of
*

different colors while Joe carefully referred to both sexes in his conversations about his students.
Mary and Joe felt that gender issues were not academically relevant in their classrooms because,
respectively, of age and of school policy. In answer to the question of whether she felt that girls excelled
_

See Sadker & Sadker, 1994.
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in reading and writing and boys excelled in math, Mary responded, “It’s not necessarily true ... in the
primary grades because I think ... all of our kids love math, girls as well as boys.” She then went on to
explain that it was the way that math was taught that made it fun rather than scary for the students. Joe’s
private school addressed the issue of gender equity a number of years previously. His classroom
contained twenty students, ten boys and ten girls. He did not say whether this was by design or just
coincidence. Both teachers spent much of the time emphasizing learning approaches that empowered and
challenged their female and male students.
There is more to creating a classroom environment that gives girls and boys the same
opportunity for leaning than choosing books with characters of both genders and talking about women in
history. Joe and Mary spoke at length about projects and activities that challenged and empowered their
students. All four teachers felt it was important to consider the individual student’s abilities and needs. In
her discussion of the meaning of "equity in education," Marylyn Calabrese (1988) defines education
which is “fair” to both sexes as one in which a positive approach is taken to insure that each student is
seen as an individual with particular talents, needs, hopes and weaknesses unrelated to gender. She does
not feel that learning skills, e.g., reading, writing, sewing, driving, adding, have a potential for sex
fairness or unfairness. She does feel that this potential exists in the context within which these skills are
taught. To be effective, this approach has to be based on the assumption that the teacher has a conscious
awareness of gender issues.
The conversations of Gina, Mary, Audrey, and Joe contained indications of gender and cultural
awareness and attention to the individual student’s needs and abilities. As explained in the introduction,
the initial purpose of this qualitative study on four elementary teachers was to learn how they felt about
the current emphasis on gender equity in education and how cultural changes affected their thinking
about gender.
Since all four teachers were aware of learning issues affecting their female and male students
and since all lived in an area where gender equity training and resources were readily available, it can be
assumed that they were knowledgeable about their profession’s emphasis on creating an equitable
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classroom environment. However, the only discussion of gender equity education was a brief response by
Audrey to the question of whether she saw any value in gender or diversity training. She answered,
Sure. I see some value ... just to keep [it] on the front burner.” Since it was evident from the
enthusiastic manner in which all four teachers described their teaching approaches that they were talking
about areas that they felt were important for learning, it can be assumed that gender equity education was
not a priority issue for them.
There was nothing in the interview data that directly linked any of their understanding of gender
to the cultural changes that occurred in society they as grew into young adulthood. They may have
experienced and internalized the effects of these times so that this was a part of their cultural knowledge
that was below their level of conscious awareness. For instance, they no longer viewed social roles and
career options for women and men in the limiting way of their parents’ generation. Joe matter-of-factly
mentioned his wife’s pursuit of a graduate degree in what was once a traditionally male field of science.
Gina proudly described her daughter’s assertive leadership style and the job she had that required an
ability to be aggressive. If these same four teachers had been interviewed in the 1970's, they may have
had more discussion on how women and men were being affected by the women’s movement because it
was a very public issue. In the 1990's when gender equity concerns were prominent in education, the
interviews with the teachers indicated that they were definitely aware of gender issues in the classroom.
There is a sense that Gina, Mary, Audrey, and Joe did not struggle to remain in gender roles of
the past but, rather, accepted the changes and moved on to the next change. Could this process be partly a
result of their profession? As teachers committed to providing the best education for their female and
male students, they embraced new methods that helped make this happen. As teachers who loved
learning, they were continually open to new knowledge.
The qualitative study done for this dissertation relied on the use of interviews to obtain data on
gender in the thinking of the teachers. What the teachers said about their classroom activities only
revealed their perceptions of what was taking place. A study in which these same four people were
observed in the classroom would enable the researcher to examine the connection between the teachers’
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perceptions and their actual classroom activity. This kind of research, however, needs to be done with
careful attention given to observers’ perceptions. Every individual in this society possesses a significant
body of hidden cultural knowledge which can color how she or he views gender behavior.
There is also another area of concern in using the observer approach to collect data. An
interaction between a teacher and a student contains many elements that are not visible. There is a
history. The teacher and student have a relationship that has developed over the months. The teacher has
information on the student s home life, past and present academic performances, style of learning, and
behavior patterns. What may appear to the observer as a teacher’s lack of attention to a female student
may be the teacher’s understanding that the student works best autonomously.
The four elementaiy teachers who were interviewed were between 45 and 55 years of age. A
study using a younger group of teachers might provide more understanding of explicit and tacit cultural
knowledge. What kind of cultural knowledge will younger teachers be able to describe but not
acknowledge? Will they have a greater awareness of gender issues in their own lives?
One of the variables not considered in the research discussed in Chapter I is the degree of
gender awareness possessed by the elementary teacher participants. For example, some of the studies
reported that teachers perceived boys to do better in math and science while others reported that teachers
perceived both boys and girls as having good math and science ability. Was the second group of subjects
more gender sensitive than the first group? In future research on teachers’ perceptions of gender
behavior, gender awareness needs to be included as a variable.
Biologists have found physiological differences between females and males. If girls and boys
think and behave differently because of biology and internalized conceptions of femaleness and
maleness, what implication does this have for insuring that both sexes receive equal opportunities to learn
in the classroom? Does the teacher need to be aware of gender, of students’ needs and abilities, and of
biological differences in creating learning activities that benefit all students? There is a large amount of
research on how teachers interact with female and male students in ways that are viewed as gender biased
toward male students. We do not know if the ideal approach is to treat all students in the same manner.
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Do girls and boys need to be taught in the same way or differently for the most effective learning to
occur?
Finding little discussion in contemporary literature on women on educational ideals, Jane
Roland Martin (1985) explored five philosophers’ ideas on education for women in her book, Reclaiming
a Conversation: The Ideal of the Educated Woman. Arising out of one of the analyses was the notion

that, because people learn differently, “they require different educational treatment to attain the same
ends (p. 19).” To apply this idea to female and male students, she quoted Adrienne Rich.
“If there is any misleading concept,” Adrienne Rich said in her talk to teachers, “it is
that of ‘coeducation’: that because women and men are sitting in the same classrooms,
hearing the same lectures, reading the same books, performing the same laboratory
experiments, they are receiving an equal education.” ....Although identical education
does not have to mean coeducation - it could be translated, instead, as separate but
identical education, ... the assumption of the same role, same education upon which it
rests needs to be questioned ... Whether females and males are given the same
education together or separately, the possibility that this “same” education may validate
one sex at the expense of the other remains, as does the possibility that the methods
used will not work equally well for both sexes, (p. 35)
Research needs to be done on whether female and male students benefit from the same educational
approaches and whether changes to equalize learning opportunities for girls would negatively affect
learning opportunities for boys.
Gina, Mary, and Joe, who are White, were raised by parents who valued education. They
indicated that they did not have to make a decision about whether or not to go to college. It was expected
of them so they went. Higher education was easily accessible to these three teachers. It was, as Peggy
McIntosh (1989) describes, one of the privileges that they had because they were White. Many of the
advantages of being a member of a dominant group are invisible. How much of an individual’s hidden
cultural knowledge that is outside her or his conscious awareness is related to membership in a privileged
group, i.e., being White, Male, or Upper-class? Do teachers who have experienced some kind of minority
status have a greater sensitivity to its effects on them? If they do, does this have an impact on their
teaching? These are potential areas for future research.
The findings from the research for this dissertation indicated that there were three levels of
cultural knowledge that the four teachers experienced. Because they were seen as gender sensitive by
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their colleagues, it can be assumed that they acknowledged an understanding of gender issues in the
classroom to their colleagues. Interview data contains descriptions of how they dealt with this issue in
their curriculum and in their interactions with their students. In addition, there was evidence that some
cultural knowledge remained internalized and hidden from their consciousness. What implications does
this have for developing educational programs for teachers on gender equity and other social issues?
By incorporating each of the three areas into a training program, there will be a greater potential
for learning. It is impossible for the educator or trainer to know how much knowledge about cultural
issues lies above and below an individual’s level of conscious awareness. Some teachers have developed
a good understanding of how gender issues affect learning in the classroom and a skill in creating
equitable learning environments. Others may be less knowledgeable and less skilled. Since all individuals
have been socialized into gender roles, all individuals have information on gender that colors their
perceptions. A training program that gives teachers the opportunity to uncover hidden cultural knowledge
and to connect it to classroom experiences will be helping teachers change internally and not just
externally. Giving girls more academic attention or using gender equitable curriculum materials can be
effective but an awareness of the subtle ways in which gender socialization affects females and males can
lead to a greater understanding of how gender affects or is affected by learning.
In her book. Toward Gender Equity in the Classroom, Streitmatter (1994) presents examples
from her observations of teacher interaction and practices along with excerpts from her interviews with
the teachers. Although each of the teachers has a different understanding of how to achieve gender
equity, Streitmatter shows the reader that there is a strong connection between the teachers’ attitudes and
beliefs and their actions. If teachers are given the opportunity to understand how gender affects their life,
it may change some teachers’ attitudes and beliefs.
In this dissertation, the research on gender in the classroom indicated the different behaviors and
perspectives of teachers and students. Theories of social learning, psychological development, cultural
anthropology, and biology described how we develop as women and men and how we understand
femaleness and maleness. It is a complex process. This complexity was reflected in the thinking of the
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four teachers who participated in the study. At the present time, the solution to the problem of gender
inequity in the classroom has been approached primarily from a curriculum and behavioral viewpoint.
Because gender socialization is a complex issue, further theoretical and research attention needs to be
given to how it affects teaching and learning for both male and female students in the classroom.
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APPENDIX A
RESEARCH AGREEMENT

TO:
FROM:

Carolyn M. Pillow

This study which will be the research component of my doctoral dissertation explores the way in which
elementary teachers think about and understand "learning." Participation involves being interviewed for
approximately two hours. The interview consists of several open-ended questions which ask you to
discuss your classroom, your teaching, and student learning.
If you have any questions, now or at any time, please feel free to ask me. If, at any time, you feel
unwilling to continue as a participant in this study, you may withdraw your consent and terminate your
participation with full assurance that no negative consequences will ensue.
Your confidentiality will be protected in the following ways. Your name, the name of your institution, the
location of your institutions, and the names of others that you may mention during your interview will be
suppressed or disguised in the study itself as well as in any report or presentation which describes the
study.
The results of this study will be analyzed and discussed in my doctoral dissertation. If you would like, I
will be happy to sent you a copy of these chapters.

I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD THE STATEMENTS LISTED ABOVE AND
I AGREE TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS STUDY.

Date

Name
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APPENDIX B
INTERVIEW FOCUS FOR FIRST SESSION

My research is concerned with the way in which elementary teachers think about and understand
“learning.”
The FIRST INTERVIEW [2 hours] will be devoted to gathering BACKGROUND INFORMATION.

Tell me about your family: your parents, brothers and sisters.
What was school like for you?
What made you decide to go into teaching?
Tell me about your present family: spouse, children.

APPENDIX C
INTERVIEW FOCUS FOR SECOND SESSION

The SECOND INTERVIEW [2 hours] will focus on the teacher’s thoughts about how learning occurs in
her or his classroom.

Tell me about your best students.
Tell me about your most difficult students.
What do you feel facilitates learning in your classroom?
What do you think interferes with learning in your classroom?
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